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June 7, 2007

Michele Lawrence, Superintendent
Berkeley Unifi ed School District 
2134 Martin Luther King Jr. Way
Berkeley, California 94704

Dear Superintendent Lawrence:

In March 2007, the Fiscal Crisis and Management Assistance Team (FCMAT) entered into 
an agreement for a Special Education review with the Berkeley Unifi ed School District. The 
request specifi ed that FCMAT would:

1. Identify the number of special education students being transported by reviewing 
individualized education programs (IEPs). Confi rm the current process of deter-
mining criteria for transportation services.

2. Assist the district in confi rming the capabilities of the new IEP online software, 
including:
a. Capabilities for data extraction
b. Number of IEPs using the new software
c. Verifi cation that all IEPs from the old system were transferred
d. Verifi cation of any IEPs not in existing software applications

3. Determine the cost to the district, if home to school special education transporta-
tion is provided by the district or jointly by the district and a district-approved car-
rier, and develop a cost comparison with the present transportation delivery system.

4. Review existing transportation contracts and make recommendations that would 
provide cost savings to the district while maintaining legal compliance in meeting 
students’ needs.

5. Provide recommendations on the number of staff and school buses required if the 
district were to provide its own special education transportation for these students 
or jointly in cooperation with another district approved carrier.

6. Review transportation policies, handbooks and procedures on transporting special 
education students and provide recommendations to improve effectiveness and 
effi ciency.
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7. Review transportation staff development training that is required in meeting 
the needs of special education students and provide recommendations for im-
provement, if necessary.

8. Assist the district in determining the most cost effective and effi cient special 
education transportation delivery system that meets the needs of special educa-
tion students requiring transportation as identifi ed by the IEP.

9. Provide examples of bid forms and recommendations regarding contract moni-
toring.

10. Conduct a review of the district’s speech contracts and provide recommenda-
tions regarding cost effectiveness, as necessary.

The attached fi nal report contains the study team’s fi ndings with regard to the above areas 
of review. We appreciate the opportunity to serve you, and we extend our thanks to all the 
staff of the Berkeley Unifi ed School District.

Sincerely,

Joel D. Montero, Chief Executive Offi cer
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Foreword
FCMAT Background
The Fiscal Crisis and Management Assistance Team (FCMAT) was created by legislation 
in accordance with Assembly Bill 1200 in 1992 as a service to assist local educational 
agencies in complying with fi scal accountability standards. 

AB 1200 was established from a need to ensure that local educational agencies throughout 
California were adequately prepared to meet and sustain their fi nancial obligations. AB 
1200 is also a statewide plan for county offi ces of education and school districts to work 
together on a local level to improve fi scal procedures and accountability standards. The 
legislation expanded the role of the county offi ce in monitoring school districts under cer-
tain fi scal constraints to ensure these districts could meet their fi nancial commitments on a 
multiyear basis. AB 2756 provides specifi c responsibilities to FCMAT with regard to dis-
tricts that have received emergency state loans. These include comprehensive assessments 
in fi ve major operational areas and periodic reports that identify the district’s progress on 
the improvement plans

Since 1992, FCMAT has been engaged to perform more than 600 reviews for local edu-
cational agencies, including school districts, county offi ces of education, charter schools 
and community colleges. Services range from fi scal crisis intervention to management 
review and assistance. FCMAT also provides professional development training. The Kern 
County Superintendent of Schools is the administrative agent for FCMAT. The agency is 
guided under the leadership of Joel D. Montero, Chief Executive Offi cer, with funding 
derived through appropriations in the state budget and a modest fee schedule for charges to 
requesting agencies.
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Introduction

The Berkeley Unifi ed School District is located in the San Francisco Bay area and has 
an enrollment of nearly 9,000 students. The district draws from a diverse community and 
has a stated goal “to give each of our children an equal opportunity to achieve the produc-
tive and fulfi lled life that education brings.” The district’s Governing Board includes fi ve 
elected members and one student director.

In February 2007, the Fiscal Crisis and Management Assistance Team (FCMAT) received 
a request from the Berkeley Unifi ed School District for a review of its special education 
services. The scope and objectives developed for the review requested that FCMAT:

1. Identify the number of special education students being transported by review-
ing individualized education programs (IEPs). Confi rm the current process of 
determining criteria for transportation services.

2. Assist the district in confi rming the capabilities of the new IEP online soft-
ware, including:
a. Capabilities for data extraction
b. Number of IEPs using the new software
c. Verifi cation that all IEPs from the old system were transferred
d. Verifi cation of any IEPs not in existing software applications

3. Determine the cost to the district, if home to school special education trans-
portation is provided by the district or jointly by the district and a district-ap-
proved carrier, and develop a cost comparison with the present transportation 
delivery system.

4. Review existing transportation contracts and make recommendations that 
would provide cost savings to the district while maintaining legal compliance 
in meeting students’ needs.

5. Provide recommendations on the number of staff and school buses required if 
the district were to provide its own special education transportation for these 
students or jointly in cooperation with another district approved carrier.

6. Review transportation policies, handbooks and procedures on transporting spe-
cial education students and provide recommendations to improve effectiveness 
and effi ciency.

7. Review transportation staff development training that is required in meeting 
the needs of special education students and provide recommendations for im-
provement, if necessary.

8. Assist the district in determining the most cost effective and effi cient special 
education transportation delivery system that meets the needs of special educa-
tion students requiring transportation as identifi ed by the IEP.

9. Provide examples of bid forms and recommendations regarding contract moni-
toring.
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10. Conduct a review of the district’s speech contracts and provide recommenda-
tions regarding cost effectiveness, as necessary.

Study Team
William P. Gillaspie, Ed.D.   Timothy W. Purvis*
Management Analyst    Director of Transportation
Fiscal Crisis and Management  Poway Unifi ed School District
  Assistance Team    Poway, California
Sacramento, California
      Michael Rea*
Dorothy Kay Atchison   Executive Director
FCMAT Consultant    West County Transportation Agency
Auburn, California    Santa Rosa, California

James “Sarge” Kennedy   Laura Haywood
FCMAT Consultant    Public Information Specialist
Red Bluff, California    Fiscal Crisis and Management
        Assistance Team
      Bakersfi eld, California

*As members of this study team, these consultants served as independent consultants for 
FCMAT and did not represent their employers.

Study Guidelines
FCMAT consultants visited the district in April 2007 to conduct interviews, collect data 
and review documentation. This report is the result of those activities. Findings and rec-
ommendations are presented in the following sections:

• Executive Summary
• Transportation Management
• Facilities and Program Issues
• Data Management
• Speech Contracts
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Executive Summary

The current Individualized Education Program (IEP) form does not provide information 
regarding the type of transportation provided to students. The IEP states whether a stu-
dent is eligible for transportation, but not all eligible students are provided transportation. 
The new form being implemented will identify whether the student is transported via the 
regular home-to-school system or by another form of transportation.

Although FCMAT received various counts of special education students that reside within 
the district’s boundaries and receive transportation services to their assigned educational 
programs, many of these students could be transported safely in a more cost-effective 
manner. One document FCMAT reviewed indicated that 68 students are currently trans-
ported to non-public schools by parents or providers. Although special education popu-
lations will always be quite variable, in comparing the list of students with the list of 
transporters, it appears that transportation to individual non-public school sites is often 
performed by more than one provider. Further, the numbers of students transported to 
some sites indicates that consolidation onto one vehicle could be achieved.

There are currently few, if any, written special education transportation practices and 
procedures. The Transportation Department has developed a comprehensive handbook 
for users of its bus transportation service. However, it needs to update the handbook to 
include information for parents pertaining to the transportation of students with special 
needs.

The Financial Summary report for the current year, dated April 17, 2007, shows expendi-
tures of $828,030 for service contracts with Pawar Transportation, Larry’s Cab Company, 
Welcome Transport Group and Maximizing Enterprises. FCMAT’s estimated expense for 
district-provided transportation services in 2006-07 is $512,224, for a total of approxi-
mately $1,340,254. This will be approximately a 10% increase in overall special needs 
transportation expense, which stems largely from increased expenditures for the service 
contracts with transportation vendors.

The district is not a signatory to the transportation contract between the SELPA and Dur-
ham Transportation. Had the district been able to use the contract, it would have paid only 
$3,726 per ambulatory pupil and $6,278 for wheelchair or special handicapped pupils. 
Based on 33 students transported in cabs at the higher wheelchair or special handicapped 
pupil rate, the district paid more than double what it would have under the Durham con-
tract.

If the district were able to hire and train eight new school bus drivers and purchase eight 
school buses, most of the transportation currently provided by cabs could be eliminated. 
At an approximate cost of $60,000 per route, this service could be provided in-house for 
an approximate cost of $480,000, generating an immediate savings for the district.
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The district has a somewhat larger proportion of its student population receiving services 
from an NPS than one ordinarily fi nds in a district of this size. The most cost-effective 
method of reducing the related transportation costs would be to reduce the number of 
students receiving NPS services. However, the major contributing factor to this situation 
seems to be a lack of facilities in which to operate programs for these students on district 
sites. 

The complexity of CASEMIS reporting requires the understanding of computerized data 
collection, management, manipulation and distribution. The Special Education Depart-
ment has a clerical data entry position, but it does not have a position that requires more 
advanced skills and abilities. A higher-level position could better manage the computer-
ized data used for analysis both in CASEMIS and district-wide. A job description for an 
information systems support analyst is included with this report.

A fi scal analyst position could also play a very signifi cant role in assisting the special 
education department to function within the fi scal parameters of the transportation pro-
gram and overall special education program budget.

The district is not meeting appropriate timelines, as 271 IEPs have not been completed. 
The reporting system is not yet fully functional, thus the district cannot project future 
needs of disabled students and develop strategies to address these needs. The district is 
unable to evaluate the effectiveness of special education programs with respect to in-
dividual student progress, movement to less restrictive environments, and transition to 
independent living. System problems need to be corrected immediately so the district can 
report and meet the timelines for submitting data to CDE. Failure to correct them could 
cause serious fi scal and compliance issues.

The district contracts with six nonpublic agencies (NPAs) to provide speech and language 
services. It is not certain that all of these agencies are certifi ed by the CDE. According to 
the master contracts for speech-only services, the current hourly rates range from $78 to 
$89 per hour per individual, $75 for a group session and $85 per hour for consultation. 
The cost for NPA speech-only services in 2005-06 was $501,229.

No district exit criteria exist for terminating or phasing out speech and language services.  
Many California school districts have exit criteria on their IEP forms that tell parents and 
students at the initial IEP meeting what will need to be accomplished to exit the service.
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Transportation Management

Eligibility and Assignment
The current Individualized Education Program (IEP) form does not provide information 
regarding the type of transportation provided to students. The IEP states whether a stu-
dent is eligible for transportation, but not all eligible students are provided transportation. 
The new form being implemented will identify whether the student is transported via the 
regular home-to-school system or by specialized transportation. 

Education Code Section 41850 provides the basis for determining special education trans-
portation need. However, the district has no written procedures to provide consistency in 
determining the need and type of transportation services required. In addition, it does not 
appear that the Transportation Department has suffi cient input into this determination.

Thirty-six district students ages 14 through 22 attend nonpublic schools (NPS), but the 
district’s CBEDS report shows that 55 students at the secondary level attend an NPS. The 
CBEDS report shows no students at the elementary level and middle school levels attend-
ing an NPS but, in fact, 25 students between the ages of 1 and 13 attend an NPS.

The data reviewed shows that 211 students with IEPs are transported. Of these, 43 stu-
dents ride on the district’s regular home-to-school transportation vehicles, and 107 stu-
dents are transported on the district’s small buses. Sixty-one students are transported to 
NPS/NPA programs via private contractors (49), parent reimbursement (10) and by a 
group home (2). 

NPS/NPA expenditures are all charged to SACS Goal Code 5770 – Non-Severely Dis-
abled. However, the great majority of students receiving NPS services qualify as severely 
disabled. Expenditures for severely disabled students should be charged using SACS 
Goal Code 5750 - Severely Disabled. 

Although FCMAT received various counts of special education students that reside within 
the district’s boundaries and receive transportation services to their assigned educational 
programs, many of these students could be transported safely in a more cost-effective 
manner. One document FCMAT reviewed indicated that 68 students are currently trans-
ported to non-public schools by parents or providers. Although special education popu-
lations will always be quite variable, in comparing the list of students with the list of 
transporters, it appears that transportation to individual non-public school sites is often 
performed by more than one provider. Further, the numbers of students transported to 
some sites indicates that consolidation onto one vehicle could be achieved.

Transportation arrangements for students with IEPs are made in two ways. Students 
served in district programs are served through the Transportation Department. Students 
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attending an NPS have their transportation arranged by the special education secretary. 
This does not ensure a coordinated, effi cient transportation system. Transportation is 
made more costly because many NPS sites are at some distance from the district and stu-
dents are transported, largely individually, by private contractors at considerable cost. 

The Transportation Request form is a good base document that was very recently imple-
mented. However, the form appears inadequate regarding emergency contacts and their 
phone numbers, and in reporting medical and physical limitations and needs. There 
should be expanded information or an additional form for this purpose. 

There are currently few, if any, written special education transportation practices and 
procedures. The Transportation Department has developed a comprehensive handbook 
for users of its bus transportation service. However, it needs to update the handbook to 
include information for parents pertaining to the transportation of students with special 
needs. A handbook example is included as Appendix A.

Recommendations
The district should:

1. Prepare written criteria and train the staff to use the criteria in IEP meetings to 
determine transportation eligibility. Ensure that a Transportation Department 
representative is involved in the process of determining the best method of 
transportation for each eligible special education student.

2. Revise the current IEP form to report both eligibility and method of transportation.

3. Take steps to ensure that CBEDS information is accurate.

4. Transfer all cases requiring transportation to the Transportation Department 
for processing. This will provide better assurance that the methods used are the 
most cost-effective and that student transportation statistics are accurate.

5. Ensure that special education budgeting practices refl ect the accurate use of 
SACS codes. Consider using subcodes to track expenditures for certain ser-
vices or disabilities. (See Appendix B.)

6. Revise or expand the Transportation Request form to provide more specifi c 
and pertinent information. Forms from other entities are included as samples in 
Appendix C.

7. Develop written special education transportation practices and procedures and 
a special education transportation handbook for parents. 
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Vendor/SELPA Services vs. District-Provided Transportation
The district’s Transportation Department transports 150 special education students on 
regular home-to-school bus routes and nine dedicated special education bus routes. The 
district’s in-house special education routes serve students attending programs inside dis-
trict boundaries, plus two students who attend a program in Oakland. 

Financial records provided by the district show that during the 2005-06 budget cycle the 
district spent $522,451 for transportation services from vendors, and $698,445 for dis-
trict-operated transportation services, for a total state-reported expense of $1,220,896. 

The Financial Summary report for the current year, dated April 17, 2007, shows expendi-
tures of $828,030 for service contracts with Pawar Transportation, Larry’s Cab Company, 
Welcome Transport Group and Maximizing Enterprises. FCMAT’s estimated expense for 
district-provided transportation services in 2006-07 is $512,224, for a total of approxi-
mately $1,340,254. This will be approximately a 10% increase in overall special needs 
transportation expense, which stems largely from increased expenditures for the service 
contracts with transportation vendors.

District vs. Cab Vendor Expenses
2005-06 Cost per Mile Cost per Pupil
District $16.74 $3,500
Cab Vendors Unavailable $16,200

The district is not a signatory to the transportation contract between the SELPA and Dur-
ham Transportation. Had the district been able to use the contract, it would have paid only 
$3,726 per ambulatory pupil and $6,278 for wheelchair or special handicapped pupils. 
Based on 33 students transported in cabs at the higher wheelchair or special handicapped 
pupil rate, the district paid more than double what it would have under the Durham con-
tract.

Cab Vendor vs. SELPA-Supplied Transportation
Cab Vendor Expense Durham Contract Estimated Expense

2005-06 $522,451 $307,622

The Durham contract was let in 1984 and has been renewed by simple addenda that 
annually increase the price for the service. While the current pricing is very reasonable, 
the contract is old and lacks several desirable elements. It does not specify age of buses. 
It does not have a defi nitive price infl ator or defl ator, such as the Consumer Price Index. 
It does not specifi cally address poor service in its variety of forms, nor does it charge 
liquidated damages. It should also specifi cally prohibit the contractor from subcontracting 
work out to others. It alludes to school bus maintenance, but does not contain language 
requiring it. There may be other elements of service that this contract has failed to ad-
dress or local issues that should be considered for inclusion in a new contract. Ideally, 
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the contract should include some fl exibility to allow members the option to assign certain 
students to the contract or to transport the students themselves. At least two school bus 
contract providers operate in the area, indicating that reasonable competition exists for 
this service. 

If joining in the SELPA contract does not appear benefi cial, the district could consider 
transporting the students in its own buses and other vehicles or contracting with a state-
approved school transportation provider. While buses are generally the preferred mode 
of transportation because of their relative safety and highly trained and skilled drivers, 
in special education it is always possible that students will attend programs that are so 
distant or have such unusual bell times that it is not effi cient to transport them on a school 
bus. The district should determine whether such students could be transported in automo-
biles or minivans. 

Section 545 of the California Vehicle Code allows students to be transported in these 
vehicles as long as the vehicle is designed for and carries no more than nine students and 
the driver. Wheelchair students would be limited to two students per vehicle. An auto-
mobile or minivan would be ideal for this service. School transportation providers are 
acutely aware of the enhanced safety of the school bus and training that the driver re-
ceives. Therefore, this service should be strictly controlled by the Transportation Depart-
ment. Vehicles should be maintained to the same standards as school buses, and drivers 
should have a DMV pull notice on fi le, and should be fi ngerprinted and subject to drug 
and alcohol testing rules. Similar driver training should also be provided.

The following are current placements of special education students at NPS programs, and 
some transportation options that could increase effi ciency and reduce costs:

• Currently, six students are transported to San Anselmo. Three attend Sunny Hills 
Center and three attend Star Academy. The bell times are similar and the school 
locations are relatively close. This service, which is currently distributed among 
several providers, could be provided on one district bus.

• One student is transported by cab in the afternoon from the Via Center in Berkeley 
to her residence in Berkeley. This student could likely be transported in a district 
bus or vehicle.

• Eight students are transported to the primary and secondary programs at Chil-
dren’s Learning Center in Alameda. This service probably could be provided on 
one district bus.

• Five students are transported to two different programs in Richmond. It is likely 
that this service could be provided on one district bus.

• Twelve students are transported to Seneca Center in San Leandro. Three other 
students attend the Stars program, also in San Leandro. The bell times are similar. 
With proper support (bus aide) all of these students probably could be transported 
on one or two district buses.
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• Three students attend a program at Springstone School in Lafayette, one student 
attends a program at Spectrum in Concord and another child attends a program in 
Moraga. It may be feasible to accomplish transportation with one district bus or 
two district vehicles.

• Six students attend Lincoln Child Center in Oakland and another nine students 
attend the Spectrum Center in Oakland. The district already transports to one of 
these programs. The bell times of the programs are similar and this service also 
could be accomplished on one or two district buses.

• One student attends Edgewood Center in San Francisco (this may be a residential 
placement).

If the district were able to hire and train eight new school bus drivers and purchase eight 
school buses, most of the transportation currently provided by cabs could be eliminated. 
The lease-purchase cost per bus for the smaller special education buses would be ap-
proximately $12,000 per year for a seven-year lease-purchase. The driver cost would 
be approximately $22 per hour plus salary-driven benefi ts, totaling about $35,000 for a 
six-hour route for 180 school days. The remainder of the expenses would include bus 
fuel and maintenance. At an approximate cost of $60,000 per route, this service could be 
provided in-house for an approximate cost of $480,000, generating an immediate savings 
for the district.

The transportation services suggested above cannot commence immediately, and special 
education populations and their placements change frequently, so fl exibility and enhanced 
capacity are essential to successfully implementing this program in-house.

Bus purchases need a minimum of six months of lead time. Driver training is a challenge. 
It is unlikely that the district could advertise for bus drivers and fi ll the positions in a 
matter of weeks. It is more likely that the district would have to recruit and train drivers 
months in advance and provide some employment or guarantee to keep them on board 
until the service is implemented. It can take three months or more to train a driver. The 
district may also need to contract with other school bus driver instructors to train new 
drivers in a timely manner.

The district must plan for an adequate number of spare buses, as well as an appropriate 
number of wheelchair and ambulatory buses. Currently there are four spare special educa-
tion buses, which is quite adequate for now, and may be adequate in the future.

The district’s Transportation Department staff has a good understanding and knowledge 
of special education transportation. They have implemented the initial training and devel-
oped in-service programs for their special education drivers. 
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Recommendations
The district should:

1. Consider transporting students attending the same non-public school outside 
district boundaries in district-operated school buses for potential considerable 
cost savings. 

2. Pursue participation in the SELPA-Durham Transportation contract by encour-
aging the SELPA to initiate the bidding process for a new service contract in 
which the district could participate. Alternatively, contract with a Department 
of Transportation-approved school transportation provider.

3. Encourage the SELPA to utilize the base school bus contract developed by 
School and College Legal Services of California or another schools legal ex-
pert to help bring its contract with Durham up to date.

4. Utilize the contract for services outside district boundaries, particularly to non-
public schools, since this service is potentially the most variable and costly. 
This should be done if the quoted rates for this contract are below the rate per 
student that the district could provide.

5. Consider providing some NPS transportation in non-school bus vehicles such 
as sedans or minivans (per Vehicle Code 545). Establish strict procedures to 
ensure that the implementation of this option is strongly controlled by the 
Transportation Department. 

6. Implement a maintenance schedule for vehicles that has the same standards as 
school buses. 

7. Provide similar driver training to drivers of automobiles/minivans that trans-
port special education students, and implement the same standards and require-
ments as for school bus drivers. 

8. Develop a plan to expand the district’s capacity to address all of its special 
education transportation needs. 

9. Continue honing the Transportation Department staff’s expertise and imple-
ment meaningful and applicable training for special education school bus driv-
ers.
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Facilities and Program Issues

The district has a somewhat larger proportion of its student population receiving services 
from an NPS than one ordinarily fi nds in a district of this size. The most cost-effective 
method of reducing the related transportation costs would be to reduce the number of 
students receiving NPS services. However, the major contributing factor to this situation 
seems to be a lack of facilities in which to operate programs for these students on district 
sites. 

FCMAT was not informed of any developing plans to address the insuffi cient district fa-
cilities. The SELPA does not have a regional facilities plan, despite a SELPA-wide facili-
ties shortage. The SELPA is beginning to discuss the development of regional programs 
to serve students with similar needs across district boundaries.

A middle school program for students with emotional disturbance was considered to 
serve those leaving the Cragmont program, but it was not implemented, apparently be-
cause it would depend too heavily on the students’ eligibility for other funding sources.

The district’s movement toward inclusion programs, its lack of facilities, and dependence 
on NPS services indicates a signifi cant gap in the district’s range of placement options.

Recommendations
The district should:

1. Work with the SELPA to develop a regional facilities plan to ensure adequate 
placement opportunities for the students in its programs. See Appendix D for 
information on regional facilities planning. 

2. Work with the SELPA to develop a system of regional programs and place-
ment options for students across district boundaries. 
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Data Management

The federal law that supports special education and related service programming specifi -
cally requires each eligible student to have an IEP, a written statement of the services to 
be provided. The IEP is developed, reviewed, and revised at meetings of specifi ed partici-
pants, including the parent, in accordance with legal requirements and regulations. This 
ensures that the disabled student benefi ts from his/her access to a free, appropriate public 
education. 

The federal law also requires considerable student data to be accrued, maintained, and 
reported. All of the data currently on an IEP and other specifi c student information must 
be collected and reported to the California Department of Education (CDE).

Reporting requirements for special education and the collection of student information 
have become very complex. Federal and state requirements have changed signifi cantly 
over the years, requiring more information with each change. The accurate reporting of 
student data and information is essential for both funding and program use. Data reports 
are also a very important management tool for the district and SELPA. 

The California Special Education Management Information System (CASEMIS) is an 
information reporting and retrieval system developed by the CDE. This system assists 
SELPAs in submitting special education student data pursuant to state and federal report-
ing requirements. It provides school districts throughout the state the ability to electroni-
cally collect and share accurate and reliable student data in a timely manner and provides 
the CDE with regular, quality data to use in meeting a variety of needs. Every state must 
also report special education student information to the federal government. This includes 
but is not limited to age, ethnicity, grade, and gender. The information is reviewed for 
compliance and also drives federal funding.

CASEMIS is used to monitor California’s special education programs and to identify any 
unusual growth patterns or changes. It is used by the state and locally for program plan-
ning, policymaking and administration, and can be helpful in evaluating special education 
programs against statewide general education goals.

The need for student and program information has increased considerably in recent 
years. This trend shows no sign of slowing, as many emerging issues in special educa-
tion require data on an array of program variables and student characteristics that make 
reporting quite complex. Last year alone, eight new data fi elds were added to CASEMIS 
reporting. In the past, CASEMIS data entry could be done manually. To meet current and 
future CASEMIS needs, all SELPAs will need to use sophisticated systems to gather this 
data in a timely manner. Systems are available that provide a customized Web-based IEP 
and student management system to facilitate the fl ow of student data into CASEMIS.
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Some SELPAs have created their own system. However, more than half of the 120 SELPAs in 
California (including Berkeley USD) use the Student Education Information System (SEIS) 
designed by San Joaquin County Offi ce of Education. It is Web-based and allows Internet 
access to student information. SEIS utilizes the highest security level to protect the student’s 
information and confi dentiality, and has proved effective in student records monitoring.

The system is not yet fully operational in the district, so its current capacity to extract 
and provide reliable data is open to question. Some staff members have received minimal 
training in using SEIS, but the system is not being used effi ciently or effectively and the 
reliability of the data that has been entered is questionable. The certifi cated special educa-
tion staff need more focused professional development to ensure correct data entry.

It does not appear that all the handwritten IEPs have been entered into the new system. 
A large portion of the IEP information is still entered by hand from hard copy documents 
sent to the system operator. Thus, the information is not directly entered into the system 
via the Web site during an IEP meeting, which would be much more effi cient.

Information requested by FCMAT was often found to be confusing, incorrect, or con-
tradictory. FCMAT is aware of SEIS’s capabilities and is confi dent that the system can 
provide reliable data. However, the skills and knowledge of the system operator are criti-
cal. It is unclear whether the information discrepancies are because the system is not fully 
operational, the operator is unfamiliar with the system, or a combination of both.

The complexity of CASEMIS reporting requires the understanding of computerized data 
collection, management, manipulation and distribution. The Special Education Depart-
ment has a clerical data entry position, but it does not have a position that requires more 
advanced skills and abilities. A higher-level position could better manage the computer-
ized data used for analysis both in CASEMIS and district-wide. A job description for an 
information systems support analyst is included as Appendix E.

The district is not meeting appropriate timelines, as 271 IEPs have not been completed. 
Since the SEIS reporting system is not fully functional, the district cannot project future 
needs of disabled students and develop strategies to address these needs. The district is 
unable to evaluate the effectiveness of special education programs with respect to in-
dividual student progress, movement to less restrictive environments, and transition to 
independent living. System problems need to be corrected immediately so the district can 
report and meet the timelines for submitting data to CDE. Failure to correct them could 
cause serious fi scal and compliance issues.

The district’s effectiveness in handling data and fi scal controls has been hampered by the 
absence of a fi scal analyst position.  FCMAT understands the district is considering creat-
ing this position, which will play a key role in improving data collection and reporting,  
and in improving communication between human resources, transportation, and business 
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offi ces.  The fi scal analyst will play a very signifi cant role in assisting the special educa-
tion department to function within the fi scal parameters of the transportation program and 
overall special education program budget.

Recommendations
The district should:

1. Consider creating a SEIS-IEP committee, with representation from special 
education staff, principals, and support staff. This committee should monitor 
the computerized IEP process and discuss such topics as professional devel-
opment; data collection, reporting and analysis; equipment and other related 
topics. The committee should develop and regularly review an action plan and 
provide copies of the plan to the Superintendent. 

2. Meet regularly with the SEIS staff to ensure the system is operational. Discuss 
the next CDE/CASEMIS pupil count report and the timeline for completing it. 
Develop a “quick fi x plan” for the system to meet the June CASEMIS dead-
line.

3. Develop, with SEIS staff, a professional training calendar for the remainder 
of this school year and fall 2007. Include topics such as how the district will 
involve parents in the computerized IEP process so they are a part of the IEP 
team.

4. Create a system at each school so all members of the IEP team can view the 
written electronic input as it is developed and entered.

5. Ensure that the information being entered into the system is accurate. Since the 
current system is not yet fully operational, consider weekly random reviews of 
the data for accuracy.

 
6. Review the current job description for the clerical data entry position to deter-

mine if the position requires the skills needed to implement the SEIS program. 

7. Hold weekly meetings with the Special Education Manager and the data entry 
clerk to develop timelines and review the accuracy of the data in the system.

8. Train a division or district offi ce employee who has the necessary background 
and skills to run the data system for backup purposes, if necessary.

9. Have representatives from the district and/or the SELPA attend CASEMIS 
meetings presented by the CDE staff.
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10. Review IEP forms with the SELPA to ensure all forms are compliant.

11. Hire a fi scal analyst to assist in improving data and fi scal collection and moni-
toring of special education program and transportation budget.
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Speech Contracts

There is a national shortage of qualifi ed speech and language therapists in the public 
schools. As the number of children needing speech and language services continues to 
escalate, the shortage of therapists becomes more acute. Over the last 10 years, a signifi -
cant and growing number of children referred for speech and language services have had 
severe disorders that will require years of therapy. Some children with autism receive 
therapy four days per week, individually and/or in small groups. 

In the past, most students received speech and language therapy two times per week for 
30 minutes for articulation instruction such as sound substitutions and omissions. These 
developmental speech patterns are often remediated in therapy sessions, with reinforce-
ment programs in the classroom and home, and do not require years of therapy. 

Today, therapy programs are different for children with autism and other signifi cant 
language disorders. The assessments are much more extensive in an attempt to clearly 
establish the language defi cits of the child and develop a report that clearly provides 
a “roadmap” for therapy. This requires signifi cant assessment time as compared to an 
articulation disorder. A language assessment can take three to fi ve hours per session, plus 
the time to analyze the information and write a report. The assessment information is then 
shared with the parents and an IEP meeting is held to determine eligibility and decide 
which programs and services will meet the child’s needs. 

Some school districts now involve speech and language therapists in developing and im-
plementing reading programs. In some districts, many students need an intensive literacy 
program rather than simply being identifi ed as eligible for special education services.

Due to the shortage of speech therapists in California and the cost of contracting with cer-
tifi ed nonpublic agencies to provide speech and language services, school districts need 
to carefully evaluate these services as well as the district’s literacy programs. This evalua-
tion needs to occur from both programmatic and fi scal perspectives.

The Berkeley Unifi ed School District has an unusual bargaining agreement with the 
Berkeley Federation of Teachers for its speech and language therapists. Caseloads are 
based on a point system, e.g., students who receive designated instruction and services for 
speech only are weighted 1 point. Students enrolled in a resource specialist program and 
speech services are weighted 2 points. Special day class students are weighted 3 points 
and students enrolled in full-inclusion programs are weighted 4 points. The maximum 
caseload for any 1.0 FTE speech therapist at the K-12 level is 80 points, while the maxi-
mum at the preschool level is 60 points. This unusual system is driven by caseload rather 
than workload and seems to be unique to the Berkeley district. This was also noted in a 
2002 study by Paul Goldfi nger.
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The negotiated agreement with Berkeley’s certifi cated bargaining unit is being considered 
for revision. Under the proposed agreement, speech therapists would receive additional 
salary, with placement on their own salary schedule, an overall maximum caseload of 40 
students per therapist, and a reduction in the caseload maximum by three if the therapist 
oversees a speech and language fellow or intern.

The following special education pupil count information was reported during FCMAT’s 
fi eldwork. However, FCMAT’s analysis raises concerns regarding the accuracy of the 
data. The data has not been fully entered into the new CASEMIS data fi les, which sug-
gests it may not be exact:

• 607 district students receive speech and language services on an unduplicated or 
duplicated count.

• 271 district students have overdue IEPs.

The following data was collected from the California Department of Education:

• 276 district students received speech and language services in 2005-06.
• 296 students have received speech and language services in 2006-07.
• There were 1,106 district students in special education in 2005-06.

Currently, 607 students are reported as receiving speech and language services on an 
unduplicated or duplicated basis. Based on the statutory average caseload of 55 students 
per speech and language therapist in California, the school district would need 11 FTE to 
provide these services. 

The district has eight full-time therapists, and four part time therapists ranging from .3 
FTE to .8 FTE. There are two full-time speech therapists at the high school and three full-
time speech therapists at the middle schools. This raises questions about the appropriate-
ness of continued levels of speech therapy services to students in this age range. Casel-
oads should be periodically reviewed as follows:

• How long has the student been receiving services?
• What is the age and grade of the student?
• How was the student eligibility determined?
• Is the student receiving services for maintenance only?
• Are the speech and language diffi culties affecting academic growth?
• Per Education Code 56303 and the No Child Left Behind Act, has the teacher 

exhausted all regular education remedies before referral to special education?

The district also contracts with six NPAs to provide speech and language services. It is 
not certain that all of these agencies are certifi ed by the CDE. According to the master 
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contracts for speech-only services, the current hourly rates range from $78 to $89 per 
hour per individual, $75 for a group session and $85 per hour for consultation. The cost 
for NPA speech-only services in 2005-06 was $501,229.

The district reports that it receives referrals throughout the year from local private schools 
for speech and language services. Each of these referrals requires a full assessment under 
state and federal law, but only about 50% to 60% of the referrals are students who need 
speech and language services.

Professional development could help reduce private school referrals to the district’s spe-
cial education services. Topics may include but are not limited to the following:

• What is special education?
• What is special education eligibility?
• How are services provided to students attending private schools?
• What strategies would help students with articulation errors?
• What is the IEP process?

No district exit criteria exist for terminating or phasing out speech and language services.  
Many California school districts have exit criteria on their IEP forms that tell parents and 
students at the initial IEP meeting what will need to be accomplished to exit the service. 
Resources for exit criteria include the California Speech and Hearing Association and 
other SELPAs. One excellent example, the Sonoma County Eligibility and Dismissal 
Criteria, is available at http://www.scoe.org/selpa/docs/guidelines_3.pdf

Recommendations
The district should:

1. Consider the workload determination model developed by the American 
Speech and Hearing Association in negotiations with the certifi cated unit 
regarding the roles, salaries and caseloads of speech and language therapists. 
(See Appendix F.)

2. Determine whether any district part-time therapists are willing to increase to 
full time to provide an increased level of services.

3. Form a Speech and Language Committee to develop exit criteria for speech 
and language students.

4. Provide professional development for teachers, support staff and parents re-
garding the exit criteria.
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5. Work with the SELPA to develop and implement a focused professional devel-
opment program for private schools. 

   
6. Develop a program with the SELPA to routinely screen fi rst-grade students at-

tending private schools for speech and language problems.

7. Review all speech and language therapist caseloads for their appropriateness. 
Collect the same information from NPA providers to determine the number of 
NPA contracts needed for 2007-08.

8. Contact the North Inland Special Education Region in Ramona for its Commu-
nication Severity Scale, Articulation/Phonology. This scale will assist thera-
pists in demonstrating to IEP teams the eligibility criteria.

9. Contact the San Diego City Schools Offi ce of Instructional Support for its 
Articulation Differences and Disorders manual. This resource will provide 
the therapists with written procedures and practices in providing speech and 
language services.

10. Have the Special Education and Curriculum and Instruction departments plan 
and provide professional development programs for all staff regarding appro-
priate referrals for speech and language services. Conduct a needs assessment 
and design programs accordingly.

11. Hold informal meetings with parents at least annually to discuss speech and 
language programs. Provide information to parents on reinforcing these pro-
grams in the home. 
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Appendices

Appendix A – Special education transportation handbook
Appendix B – SACS subcodes
Appendix C – Transportation request forms
Appendix D – Regional facilities planning information (letter from California   

       Financial Services)
Appendix E – Information Systems Support Analyst job description
Appendix F – Workload determination model
Appendix G - Study Agreement



REVISED
AUGUST 2005

TRANSPORTATION
DEPARTMENT

PARENT/DRIVER HANDBOOK FOR

SPECIAL TRANSPORTATION SERVICES

Director of Transportation
Timothy W. Purvis

858-679-2535



Dear Parent/Guardian:

The Transportation Department of the Poway Unified School District has prepared this information package to acquaint
you with the procedures covering your child’s school transportation.  We need your assistance and cooperation to
maintain a timely, reliable and safe service.  Your familiarization with, and adherence to, these procedures will aid
considerably in transporting your child with the maximum service, courtesy and safety.

Superintendent of Schools ..........................Donald A. Phillips, Ed.D.
Deputy Supertinent .......................................................... John Collins
Director of Transportation .................................... Timothy W. Purvis
Assistant Director of Transportation ...................... Steven G. Rogers

Transportation Services 5:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. • Phone (858) 679-2535

  1 – Abraxas High School
  2 – Administration Center
  3 – Adobe Bluffs Elementary School
  4 – Adult School
  5 – Bernardo Heights Middle School
  6 – Black Mountain Middle School
  7 – Canyon View Elementary School
  8 – Chaparral Elementary School
  9 – Creekside Elementary School
10 – Deer Canyon Elementary School
11 – Food & Nutrition
12 – Garden Road Elementary School
13 – Highland Ranch Elementary School
14 – Los Penasquitos Elementary School
15 – Meadowbrook Middle School
16 – Mesa Verde Middle School

17 – Midland Elementary School
18 – Morning Creek Elementary School
19 – Mt. Carmel High School
20 – Oak Valley Middle School
21 – Painted Rock Elementary School
22 – Park Village Elementary School
23 – Pomerado Elementary School
24 – Poway High School
25 – Rancho Bernardo High School
26 – Rolling Hills Elementary School
27 – Shoal Creek Elementary School
28 – Stone Ranch Elementary School
29 – Sundance Elementary School
30 – Sunset Hills Elementary School
31 – Tierra Bonita Elementary School
32 – Turtleback Elementary School
33 – Twin Peaks Middle School
34 – Valley Elementary School
35 – Westview High School
36 – Westwood Elementary School

SCHOOL PHONE NUMBER   •   MAP OF DISTRICT

Transportation Special Education Supervisor ........... Barbara Towne
Dispatcher ...................................................................... Eva Huntress
Dispatcher .......................................................................... Bill Bedard
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SAFETY • TRAINING • EQUIPMENT

SAFETY:
Special Education Transportation requires drivers with a high level of competency and skill to ensure the safest
transportation of your child.

SCHOOL BUS DRIVER TRAINING:
California state law requires a high level of competency of individuals who drive a school bus.  State law requires
each driver to have a valid commercial class A or B driver’s license, school bus special certificate, first aid training,
a physical examination, finger printing, and criminal and traffic clearances.  In addition, the Poway Unified School
District Transportation Department requires all drivers to attend regularly scheduled safety and in-service training
sessions to improve their skills with special education students.

SCHOOL BUS EQUIPMENT:
To  assure use of safe equipment, all school buses  are  inspected daily by the driver, at scheduled intervals by our
maintenance shop, and annually by the California Highway Patrol.

SAFETY   •  TRAINING   •   EQUIPMENT

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

Adobe Bluffs ................................... 538-8403

Canyon View .................................. 484-0981

Creekside........................................ 391-1514

Chaparral ....................................... 485-0042

Deer Canyon .................................. 484-6064

Garden Road .................................. 748-0230

Highland Ranch ............................. 674-4707

Los Penasquitos ............................. 672-3600

Midland .......................................... 748-0047

Morning Creek ............................... 748-4334

Painted Road .................................. 487-1180

Park Village ................................... 484-5621

Pomerado ....................................... 748-1320

Rolling Hills ................................... 672-3400

Shoal Creek .................................... 613-9080

Stone Ranch ................................... 521-0250

Sundance ........................................ 484-2950

Sunset Hills .................................... 484-1600

Tierra Bonita ................................. 748-8540

Turtleback ...................................... 673-5514

Valley.............................................. 748-2007

Westwood ....................................... 487-2026

MIDDLE SCHOOLS

Bernardo Heights ......................... 485-4850

Black Mountain ............................ 484-1300

Meadowbrook ............................... 748-0802

Mesa Verde ................................... 538-5478

Oak Valley .................................... 487-2939

Twin Peaks ................................... 748-5131

HIGH SCHOOLS

Abraxas ......................................... 748-5900

Adult Education ........................... 486-2167

Mt. Carmel.................................... 484-1180

Poway ............................................ 748-0245

Rancho Bernardo .......................... 485-4800

Westview....................................... 780-1914

Transition ..................................... 679-2519

SPECIAL EDUCATION

District Special Education Dept.

748-0010 Ext. 2534

-or-  679-2534

SCHOOL TELEPHONE NUMBERS



STUDENT ILLNESS:
Should students become ill occasionally or cannot attend school for other reasons on a particular day or days, it would
be appreciated if the parent/guardian would call the Transportation Department.

Listed below is the procedure to use to provide a more efficient and practical school bus transportation service for
your student.

1. In the event a student is to be absent, the parent/guardian should call the Transportation Department
(858)  679-2535 prior to the absence:

a. anytime before 5:00 p.m. the day before the absence;
b. before 6:00 a.m. the day of the absence.

2. If a student is absent for the morning bus pickup without prior notification, we will not dispatch a bus for
the afternoon return without notice from the parent/guardian stating that a ride is necessary.

3. In the event a student is absent without prior notification to the Transportation Department for three (3)
consecutive days, the bus will not be routed to the student’s home again until such notification has been given
by a phone call from the parent/guardian.  This must be done no later than 5:30 a.m. the day of return.  There
will be no exceptions.

You must notify the Transportation Department. This information is not to be relayed by the driver.

MEDICATION:
MEDICINE   The school bus driver will not assume responsibility for delivering medicine to school or home.

Fairness

  ■ Behave in an orderly manner while waiting for the school bus.

  ■ When the bus approaches, stay back 10 feet with bus pass holders boarding first.

  ■ Enter the bus and take your seat in an orderly manner.

  ■ Remain properly seated, facing forward, keeping your hands to yourself.

  ■ Talk quietly, making no noise that would distract the driver or disturb others.

  ■ Wait until the bus is completely stopped, and the brake is set, before standing.

  ■ Depart the bus in an orderly manner.

  ■ If crossing, follow the driver’s instructions.

Caring

  ■ Take pride in your school bus.  Keep it safe and clean.

  ■ Do not damage seats or equipment.

  ■ Eating, drinking, gum or tobacco chewing, spitting and smoking are not permitted.  Animals, birds, reptiles,
fish, insects, breakable containers, skateboards, weapons or any unsafe object or hazardous material will not
be transported.

Citizenship

  ■ Students must be fully attired including shoes.  No spiked or cleated shoes.

  ■ No intimate behavior of any kind is allowed on the school bus.

  ■ All parts of the body must be kept inside the bus.  Objects shall not be thrown inside or from the school bus.

Each child on a school bus must behave in a satisfactory manner in order for the driver to be alert to the many hazards
of driving.  Since the safety of all children on the bus is of prime importance, a child who behaves in an unsatisfactory
manner may be denied the use of transportation.  YOUR reinforcement of these regulations and occasional
communication with your child’s bus driver will help considerably in maintaining a low level of disciplinary problems.
Parents/guardians may be responsible for any damage to vehicles caused directly by their child.

 WEATHER CONDITIONS   •   BUS RIDING RULES AND REGULATIONS   •   BUS RULES



PARENT RESPONSIBILITIES:
Parents are responsible for children needing assistance from the bus into the home.  Children will NOT be dropped
at other than the designated address, unless a written request is submitted and approved by Transportation.

The procedure to be followed in the event that an authorized adult is not at home and authorization to leave
unattended is not on file will be as follows:

1. Driver will notify Transportation of the problem.
2. Transportation will call the home or emergency phone number.  (Note:  Will use current information on hand.

It is the parent’s responsibility to provide us with updated information.)
3. Driver will continue on route while awaiting instruction from Transportation.
4. After completion of their route, the driver will take the child to his/her school of attendance where the parent

will be required to pick up the child.
5. If the child has not been picked up by 5:00 p.m., the local law enforcement agency will be contacted to hold

the child until parents are contacted.

CONTINUED PROBLEMS WITH DELIVERY OF YOUR CHILD MAY RESULT IN SUSPENSION OF
TRANSPORTATION SERVICES.

WEATHER CONDITIONS:
Adverse weather conditions may require the delay of buses.  Rain and fog are the two major elements we typically
experience in the San Diego area.  In the event of severe/abnormal weather conditions, the following radio stations
will transmit weather conditions and, in the unlikelihood of the cancellation  of transportation, they will inform their
listeners of the decision.

K.F.M.B./STAR 100 AM  760          FM  100.7

BUS RIDING RULES AND REGULATIONS:
All  transportation shall be subject to the appropriate provisions and policies of the California Education Code,
California Administrative Code and policies of the Poway Unified School District.

(Title 5 C.A.C. Section 14103) “Pupils transported in a school bus shall be under the authority of, and responsible
directly to, the driver of the bus, and the driver shall be held responsible for the orderly conduct of the  pupils while
they are on the bus or being escorted across a street or highway.”

BUS RULES:  (Please discuss these rules with your child.)

Trustworthiness

  ■ Follow the school bus driver’s instructions at all times.  Seating may be assigned.

  ■ Show the driver your pass, prepaid ticket or fare as you board the bus.

  ■ Bus passes are the property of PUSD and may not be used by other students.

Respect

  ■ Show respect to the driver and your fellow students.

  ■ Harassment, profanity, vulgarity or obscene gestures will not be tolerated.

Responsibility

  ■ Emergency exits or driver controls are only to be used in an emergency.

  ■ Non-high school students must be delivered to their assigned bus stop or released to a school administrator.

  ■ Non-high school riders must have a note from their parents, signed by a school administrator, to use a
different bus stop.

STUDENT ILLNESS   •   MEDICATION   •   PARENT RESPONSIBILITIES



DISCIPLINE PROCEDURES:
Student conduct reports are initiated by the bus driver and then given to the Operations Supervisor or designee for
necessary action to be taken.  A copy of the bus referral (misconduct) will be sent to the student’s principal at the
school of attendance  After evaluation of the student’s misconduct, the principal will take action based on one of the
categories below:

A. Warning:
This action will be considered when a child’s misconduct is of a minor nature which does not jeopardize the
safety of other students or the operation of the bus.

B. Suspension:
1. When a child’s misconduct is deemed to jeopardize the safety of the bus passengers and its operation;
2. When repeated warnings fail to correct unacceptable behavior;
3. When a student incurs damages to the bus; or,
4. Continued problems of no authorized person to receive the child at home. Depending on the severity of

misconduct, SUSPENSIONS will be issued for an appropriate period of time.  A parent
conference may be necessary before bus riding privileges can be resumed.

C. Exclusion of Bus Service:
Depending on the degree of misconduct, this action may be necessary.  It will be applied in cases where
misconduct is of such a nature where safe operation of the bus and its occupants’ safety is willfully and
seriously threatened.

SUCCESSFUL SCHEDULING:
The successful scheduling of individualized routing for our Special education students is dependent upon the
students being ready at their designated pick-up time.  We suggest that all students be ready for pick-up five (5)
minutes before their pick-up time. If the child has not come to the school bus, the driver will depart one minute after
your child’s pick up time.

Minor delays at individual pick-up points such as two minutes at ten separate stops will cause a major delay equal
to as much as twenty minutes late to final destination points.  For maximum efficiency, we attempt to not deliver
our students at the school of attendance unnecessarily early.  Drivers are not permitted to honk the horn or leave
the bus to get a student.

As you can see, it is imperative that we maintain a prompt and efficient routing schedule.  With your help, we will
have a safe, efficient and educationally productive school year.

DROP AT HOME PROCEDURE:
If a parent/guardian has indicated on our child release form that their child is only to be released to the identified
individuals on the form, then our drivers will only release your child from the bus to those individuals.  If the parent
has indicated on our child release form that their child does not need to be met by themselves or another responsible
party, then we will release the child at the designated drop-off point.

ROUTE CHANGES   •   ROUTE TIMES   •   PARKING   •   DISCIPLINE PROCEDURES



WHEN THE BUS DOESN’T SHOW UP ON TIME
If you are reasonably sure that the delay is not due to weather conditions, please allow at least 15 minutes before
leaving the bus stop. School buses have to endure the same rush hour traffic conditions that plague commuters. A
traffic snarl, traffic accident, minimum days, or a longer than scheduled loading at a previous school bus stop can
easily throw your bus 10-15 minutes off schedule.

If, at the end of 15 minutes, your bus still has not arrived, you may wish to call the Transportation Department at
(858) 679-2535.

On extremely foggy or rainy days the buses will run late. Please be patient and don’t worry; the school will be notified
of the late arrival.

MOVING:
If you move during the school year, please notify the Transportation Department as soon as possible.  Due to the
number of requests, it could take up to 10 days to process the change.

If you change phone numbers, please notify Transportation immediately.  Both work numbers and home phone
numbers are important in the event you need to be contacted.

ROUTE CHANGES:
Parents should be prepared for CHANGES in buses, routes, and time of pick-up THROUGHOUT the school year as
a result of additions or withdrawals of students in the program.  Overall route travel time will vary from route to route
depending on class times, class locations and student home locations.  After an initial adjustment period at the start
of school or upon reorganization of routes, the pick-up and delivery time should be consistent within approximately
fifteen (15) minutes.  If any changes are made, you will be contacted by phone.  Buses may run later during days of
unfavorable weather conditions such as fog, rain and traffic congestion.

ROUTE TIMES:
Poway Unified School District is approximately 99 square miles in size which constitutes our normal program
boundary.  In addition we provide transportation for the needs of students who attend programs outside the P.U.S.D.
boundary.  Typically, a large majority of our special education students are picked up and dropped off individually.
This condition may make a transfer of buses necessary for some children and bus rides which can be somewhat long.
You can be assured that every attempt has been made to make your child’s ride as short and as comfortable as
possible.  The Transportation Department is endeavoring to attain a ride time of one hour or less for in-district
programs and no more than one hour and thirty minutes for out-of-district programs.  Circumstances beyond the
control of the Transportation Department may require a child to be on the bus for a longer period of time in order
for them to be transported to the programs which best benefit them.

PARKING:
Drivers are encouraged not to pull in and out of private driveways.  It is extremely helpful if room can be left at the
curb in front of your home for loading and unloading passengers.

SUCCESSFUL SCHEDULING   •   DROP AT HOME   •   BUS  NOT ON TIME   •   MOVING



ROAD CONDITIONS:
Transportation Services may assign the pick-up and drop-off bus stop location to other than the home if road
conditions are felt to be unsuitable for school bus travel (poorly maintained road, hazardous conditions, steep grades,
mud, dust, visibility, etc.).  Transportation will inspect such road conditions and will determine their suitability for
bus travel.  If this condition exists, you will be given the nearest possible bus stop location and time of pick-up.  It
is the parent’s responsibility to transport their child to and from this bus stop location.

TWO-WAY COMMUNICATION:
For student safety and route control each bus is equipped with a two-way radio. The Transportation Department is
in constant communication with each bus on its scheduled runs.

If there is a problem such as a late bus or perhaps a student riding the wrong bus, the Transportation Department
will be able to contact the bus and make the necessary corrections.

PERSONAL ARTICLES:
For safety reasons:  Large toys, glass bottles, insects, animals, plastic bags, knives, skate boards, or any other articles
which may cause an injury or cannot be safely secured, will NOT be allowed on the bus.  Parents should consult with
the Transportation office before a child is allowed to carry an item which is too large to fit in the child’s pocket, back
pack or lunch pail.  Transportation ASSUMES NO responsibility for lost items.  However, every effort will be made
to locate such items and return them to their rightful owner.  Please put your child’s NAME on all items which could
be easily lost (back packs, lunch pails, coats, sweaters, etc.).  Unclaimed items left on buses will be turned into the
office at the school of attendance.  You may call the office at your child’s school concerning lost items.

WHEELCHAIR LIFT OPERATION:
Drivers are specially trained on all our wheelchair lifts and their proper operation and controls.  Although your
assistance in loading and unloading is appreciated, we ask that only the driver operate the lift controls and secure
the student's chair.

WHEELCHAIRS/STROLLERS, CAR SEATS, AND OTHER TRANSPORTATION DEVICES:
The safest possible lifts and tie-down equipment have been purchased to accommodate the typical variety and sizes
of chairs we transport.  Periodically, an unusual style chair is used by a student which may have limitations for
transportation purposes.  Your help is also needed to maintain safe transportation of wheelchairs and travel chairs.
Section 1293G California Administrative Code:  “WHEELCHAIRS SHALL BE EQUIPPED WITH BRAKES AND
A RESTRAINING BELT PROPERLY MAINTAINED BY THE OWNER OF THE CHAIR”.  Transportation may be
DISCONTINUED unless these devices are properly maintained by the owners.  All wheelchairs, travel chairs, etc.
will be inspected by a member of the transportation staff at least once a year or as necessary.  A record will be kept
on file in the transportation office.  As well, an inspection tag will be attached to the student’s chair.

ROAD CONDITIONS • COMMUNICATION • PERSONAL ARTICLES • WHEELCHAIRS



Goal Codes
SACS Codes

Current Suggested
5001 Special Ed Unspecified

########## Spec Ed Instructional Administration LACOE Only
########## Spec Ed Instructional Media Used only
########## Spec Ed School Administration in Fund
########## Spec Ed Pupil Services Code 01.3
########## Spec Ed Health Services 

5002 Spec Ed SELPA Revenue Pass-through
5003 Spec Ed Regionalized Service/Program Specialist Funds (SELPA AU only)
5004 Spec Ed Student Services (Couns. Psych. Health, & Speech Th.)
5020 Alternative Use of Funds for Federal MOE purposes
5021 For use for other ESEA purposes
5022 For use for Early Intervening Activities

5050 Spec Ed Regionalized Services

5052 Spec Ed  Community Advisory Committee
5053 Spec Ed Management Information System
5054 Spec Ed Professional and Staff Development

5060 Spec Ed Regionalized Program Specialists
5710 Spec Ed Infants
5730 Spec Ed Preschool Students

5731 Single Site 
5740 Itinerant Intergrated Sites
5741 Home based services

5750 Special Ed Sev Disab Ages 5-22
########## Adaptive PE LACOE Only
########## Language and Speech
########## Mobility Instruction These are 
########## Psychiatric Counseling Functions and
########## Health and Nursing probably should 
########## Home and Hospital be reconsidered
########## Special Instruction - Certificated as Goal codes
########## Special Instruction - Classified
########## Home Teaching

5751 Spec Ed Sev Disab Extended Year
5752 Special Ed Sev Disab Ages 5-17 
5753 Special Ed Sev Disab Ages 17-22
5754 Special Ed Autism
5755 Special Ed Emotionally Disturbed
5760 Spec Ed Low Incidence Disabilities
5761 Spec Ed Low Incidence Disabilities Extended Year
5762 Spec Ed Low Incidence Disabilities Visually Impaired
5763 Spec Ed Low Incidence Disabilites Deaf/Hard of Hearing
5764 Spec Ed Low Incidence Disabilities Orthopedically Impaired

5770 Spec Ed Non-Sev Disab Ages 5-22
5771 Spec Ed Non-Sev Disab Specific Learning Disabilities
5772 Spec Ed Non-Sev Disab Speech/Language Impaired
5773 Spec Ed Non-Sev Disab. English Language Learners
5790 Private School ISP's

7110 Non-Agency Educational: Service for another LEA which retains
     prime responsibility.  May be instructional or supportive.

7150 Non-Agency Other: Activities on behalf of  a non-LEA which retains 
     prime responsibility.  May be instructional or supportive.



Function Codes
SACS Codes

Current Suggested
1110 Spec Ed Separate Classes

?? Spec Ed in Special Ed Classroom
1120 Resource Specialist Instruction

1121 Learning Centers/Resource Specialist Program
1130 Supplemental Aids and Services in Regular Classrooms

1131 Instructional Aides/Classified Staff 
1132 Brailling Services/Note Taking Services
1133 Large Print Text
1134 Interpreters and Transliterators
1135 Assistive Technology
1136 Individual and/or Small Group Instruction
1137 Home and Hospital Instruction

1180 Spec Ed Instruction/Services in Non-Public Schools and Agencies
1181 LCI Residents in Non-Public Schools
1182 LCI Residents in Non-Public Agencies
1183 Others in Non-Public Schools
1184 Others in Non-Public Agencies

1190 Spec Ed Other Specialized Instructional Services
1191 One on One Support/Ind and Sm Grp/Learning Center wo RSP
1192 Speech and Language Services
1193 Adaptive PE
1194 Orientation and Mobility Instruction
1195 Specialized Services for Low Incidence (Vis Imp, D/HH, Ortho Imp)
1196 Work Experience/Vocational Ed
1197 Independent Living Skills
1198 Assistive Technology
1199 Other

2100 Supervision of Instruction
2200 Regional Administration (SELPA Admin Unit (AU)
2700 School Administration
3110 Guidance and Counseling Services

3111 Individual Counseling
3112 Group Counseling
3113 Behavior Management
3114 Parent Counseling
3115 Pre-Mental Health Referral Counseling

3120 Psychological Services
3121 Psychological Assessment
3122 Behavior Management
3123 Counseling (by a Psychologist)
3124 Pre-Mental Health Referral Interventions
3125 Mental Health Services
3126 Psychiatric Counseling/Monitoring

3140 Health and Nursing Services
3141 School NursingService
3142 Specialized Health Care Services
3143 Occupational Therapy
3144 Physical Therapy
3145 Medical Therapy Unit
3146 Health Assessment
3147 Vision Therapy

3150 Speech, Language, and Audiology Services
3160 Pupil Testing Service
3600 Pupil Transportation Home to School/Spec Ed Sev Dis/Ortho Imp

######### Pupil Transportation Career Education
3602 Pupil Transportaion Parent Mileage In Lieu

3700 Food Services School Lunch and Breakfast
3900 Other Student Services
7700 Data Processing Services (MIS)
9200 Transfer of Funds Between Agencies





Transportation Request
Sonoma County Office of Education

FORMA

NOTE:The document titled "IEPWorksheet for Transportation Services"
must be attached for all new students. in compliance withAS 876.

Instructions: To be completed by Program Operator. Important: Be sure to complete all applicable information.
Incomplete forms may be returned which willresult in a delay in processing your request.

~ THIS REQUEST IS FOR ANYTHINGOTHERTHANHOMETO SCHOOL (e.g. OTIPT. MENTALHEALTHSERVICES).
PLEASE INCLUDECOpy OF IEP STATINGTHE NEED FOR TRANSPORTATIONSERVICES.

TO: TRANSPORTA~ON
Sonoma County SELPA
5340 Skylane Blvd.
Santa Rosa. CA 95403
Phone: 707-524-2766
FAX: 707-524-2754

a New Child a Delete Child a Change of School a Change of Schedule
a Change.ofAddress a ChangeofPick-up a ChangeofDropOff a Integration
a Transportation Emergency InformationForm Attached -Transportation may not begin untilreceived and properlyfilled

out (required for all new children)

From: Date:

Phone:SchooVProgram:

Date Original Sent:Date Faxed to Transportation:

Students Name:

Address:__

Apt. Complex Name:

MailingAddress

City&Zip Code:

Districtof.Residence:

'arent/Guardian:

Phone:Home

Apt.#

Work

Transportation Use Only
Student # AM

AM Route # ANODE.

BNODEP/U Time

Student # PM

PM Route # ANODE

BNODE0/0 Time

Revised .;une 1995

School:.

Teacher:

Old School:

Grade_

School Times: AM

Sirthdate~~_

PM Midday,

Is this child residing in a foster family home or a licensed

care facility? a Yes a No

Special Requirements

o WheelChair

Q Other(Specify)

a CarSeat a SafetyVest

Add/tional Comments or Spec/allnstructions:

Date Rec'd at Transportation

DateSchoolNotified

Date Parent Notified

Effective Date

Please keep Yellow Copy for your recoras

Complete If Other Than Home

}J.A Pick-Up Addr8a

Care Provider Phone

CommentS

PM Drop 011AddnIss

Care Provider Phone

Comments



Request For TherapyNocational Ed Transportation
roJ.<l1 u

Sonoma CounIy Office of Educalion

TO: Transportation, Sonoma County SELPA
5340 Skylane Boulevard
Santa Rosa, CA 95403-8246
Phone: (707) 524-2766
Fax: (707) 524-2754

FROM

NOTE: Minimum Days:
Therapy may be cancelled on minimum days if
times conflict with bell times.

DATE TITLE PHONE

o NewStudent o Delete o Change of Schedule/Site

Student's Name DOB School of Attendence

Address TherapyIWork Ske

City&Zip Therapist/Conlect Person

ParanVGuardlen Ske P~

Phone: Home Work

A COpy OF IEP STATING THE NEED FOR TRANSPORTATION SERVICES IS REQUIRED.

If therapy is scheduled after students school hours bus will transport to therapy, parent will transport student home.

Therapv/Work Days

Monday

- '~sday

..:dnesday

Thursday
Friday

ARR Time DEP Time Special Reauirements

o Wheelchair

o Safety Vest

o Car Seat
o

Can Student be released to enter therapy site
unattended? 0 Yes 0 No

If no, then therapist must meet the arriving bus.Proposed Start Date

Additional Comments

Student #

Student #

For Transportation Use Only

Location

Location

Bus # PIU Point P/U Time D/O Point DIOTime Day(s)

I
Effective Date Date Therapist Notified

White -Transportation Yel/ow -Keep for your records
February96



Sonoma Counly SpeL Educallon Local Plan Area

IEP Worksheel lor Transportallon Services

IIAIE: o INITIALIEP oANNUALIEP

Dlslrlct01 Residence:

oOTHER

81111101ll'a Name: School 01 Placemenl:

tlAIIUICAPPING CONDITION: The Following Mu.I b. Compl.I.d In Compllanc. Wllh A...mbly Bill 876 (S.. EC S.cllon. 41850 and 41851)

Non-SeverelyHandicapped
[] Communlcallvely Handicapped [] Learning Handicapped

haa been placad In a program oulslde 01 the DOR. please explain:

Severely Handicapped
[] Aullsllc

o Olher Heallh Impaired

Orlhopedlcally Handicapped
[] Needs Wheelchair lIli

The student's DOR operales this program [] Yes [] No II yes, and UlOsludenl

o Deal and Blind

[] Developmentally Delay&d
[J Deal/Hard01 Hearing
[] Severely EmollonallyDisturbed

oBlindlVlsual/y Impaired
[] Inlant/Preschool

o Does Not Need Wheelchair UII

TYPE OF TRANSPORTATION SERVICE NECESSARY: (Nol. . If Ih. 'Iudenl', handlc.pplng condlllon I' non...v.re (CHor LH)or orlhopedlc but nol
III lleed 0' . wheelchair IIn, door-1o-door .pecl.1 .ducallon Inm.porlallon .ervle.. .houtd nol b. con.ldered. If II I. offer.d, a 'ull explallallon
!!..J.!gulr~A...!!~!!!! !heel mav b. .Uach.d 10 Ihl. form If n.c rv.

o Is capable 01walking 10 school 0 la capable 01riding!he regular .chool bus

o Requiresa special bus onlybecause school0' 0 Payment willbe made 1oParent In
allendanceIs oulslde 0' Ihe DOR lieu 01providinga schoolbus

o Roqulres Door-lo.Door Special Educallon Transportallon In order to gel to .chool

o Is capable 01 taking Public Transporlallon

o Requires Iransportallon lor Iherapy services (Please
Nole: Transporlallon lor Iherapy Is provided during Iho
student's school day or as an allernale pick up or drop 011
point al Ihe slart or end 0' Ihe sludent's school day)

-.-.-.-.--...

SPECIAL CONDITIONS I CONSIDERATIONS , REQUI~EMENTS , RECOMMENDATIONS' RESTRICTIONS:
,,~.~_..M_~ _....

o Wheelchair

n Salely Vesl

o Car Seal

U Walker

[] Olher

[] Medically Fragile (describe below)

o Seizure Acllvlty (describe below)

[] Requires Oxygen

[] Allergy 10 Bee Sling

[] Olher AllergIes (describe below)

C Self-abusive (describe below)

[] Abusive0' olhers (describe below)

[] Screams

[] Runs Away

[] Olhe[

o Requires a Hughes Bill

Behavior Inlervenllon

Plan For Bus Ride

(Allached)

~
~

SI!/rlaIIllO0' Program Admlnlstralor
tr::

Copy 1 - Transporlallon Copy 2 -File Copy 3 . Parenl
Sf.L I' A 1122 51 !l.I



--

TRANSPORTATION ,EMERGENCYINEORMATION
,TRANSPORTATION,CAN0NLY/BE£P-ROVIDEIi?,IF:mIS RORMISCOMPLETED AND RETURNED

TO'am:XRANSP0~TAIT'ION!OEFICE
"mL'EASEffiRINTORTYPE; "

'fo~y's date: School of attendance

'Cbild'sName

.'.St1.ld,e~fliveswith!(please' cirCle) M9ther,'itFather::~Guardian,ilCarepFovider Other ,(explaili:)

Father.'s'Name

~Pagerrt

Ma~gaQ,dress(if!lliferent) ." .0;; :

Mother~sNawe !~f!'1;{¥~$.ersmc:ldress'..

W{)~kif:hone .#iv CellPpone# ,;..HQI:l1e~hope;#

MailiJ),g Address {if different)
.'!

o I !, . <-.i~ J'."

(yournam~)
'i(RelatioDShip"/~' < i';')*"'4)~~'W£\:¥SrBE,Afl'1BOMEOR'BAMEf~,~tJ'r!lORIZEDPERSON
, '!,' "',;.1 .'T n'n'bm Enm~?rV C'D7rT;n.''''' FF '~iD U

'

S~,;<vr~''n ESTG' N'' "TED
'

TIME-,. ;,t "'~".'.:.".,;:'i-.;,.:~Y't",-?,f~e ;...~.".~"fly.l:~1... ,~.;~,;~iJ..;~~' .;:l~.£';:~;I.~.i,17 . .'1.- . .~\' ,.

.0 A DAYCARKPROVIDER,Wffi''U1BEI,REGEJVilNG;M¥£QHllm:;Name,dfrcontii'cfperson"cii,I:lir'&~tC)r<lf'" ;..

AddressofDaycare" ;,~,.",;',;1 . ',Phone;:# ,.Nl1IIle()fDaycaJe (, ).. l

IJ 'QTHERCARE ARRANGEMENTS

. .,

DMY;CHILDaS~C'A1P:ABL'E10F;qE~;r,tNG;t0}?li'~'i'HE\BUS~WImOIJJI',SUPER¥lSIGN:imR()t!1GH\JAumORIZATION
BY THEIEP TEAM . j ;;"U;:UC':;;C'&41;i:i;'i.hr.~,~);~,?,..;'~" ,,~,:;,3LL;',", ./::~;A" . . ", '

. ""~!(;EMI;R.GENC¥~G(}N1FAOTS

. , . (~"",nNb;C~E~0F'~'~MERGENC,y "';",<:8 '4"~:"'x "". ."
YOU MAYCONTACTTHEFOLLOWING PERSONS IF! AM NOT AVAILABLE

~Hom~:Ph01ie;#'c
;WorkPhone #_
:HomePhone;#
Work Phone #

Address
WotkAddress
Addres~
WorkAddress

,.,'<1. Name

,Relationsh!p'to child
2. Namf:_
Relationship to child

o .My Child has special needs/seizures/allergies :or:otheFmedicalproblemsthe busdrivershoU1d:1mowab()ut,(e~plain)

~;. ',;;-~, -.
. .' . :'';''''- :":"' "., .

RememberNEVERgive the bus driver medication to.adminlster to your childwhile on the'bus. 'This,,DlUSfbeJakencarei.o'fbyanurse
at school or by yourself at home.' " :;

:~EMERGENOY:~UrBORIZ,A,TIQN ". . ,

In an emergency, I authorize tbat tbebus company may call91land if necessary:jtbat,my;"~lilld'm~Y'ibe'taken!to'tbemearest
medical center for treatment;'
Hospital Prf:ference Street Address . City,

PARENT/GUARDIAN SIGNATURE

LEASKSIGN:ANJ) SEND TBE,.(!OMPLETED:FORM'FO:'TRANSPOR:f.ATION,<S(!)NOMAi'COUMfY'SELPA,"5340
SKYLANEBIND., S.A~lT<NROSA.;'CA.95403 (OR-GIVE TBKCOMPUETED;FORM'TO'¥OUR'BUS~DRIVER)

TRN2 7/99
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142 S. Del Mar Avenue, San Gabriel, 91776 
(323) 363-1651 / (626) 292-2373 (Fax) 

 
 

 
 

May 13, 2007 
 
 
Sarge Kennedy 
Fiscal/Policy Advisor 
Rural and Sparsely Populated Consortium of California and 
Treasurer, Calif. State Council for Exceptional Children 
P O Box 8057   Red Bluff, CA 96080 
 
RE: Components of Regionalized Facility Plan 
 
Dear Sarge: 
 
This is in response to your request to provide you with the basic components of a 
Regionalized Facility Plan for Special Education Programs (hereinafter “SELPA Plan”).  
The concept behind the Plan was to ensure that all individuals with exceptional needs are 
provided a free and appropriate education within an identified geographic area including 
school districts and typically the county office of education, with a SELPA administrative 
unit (AU).  The following components are not all inclusive, but essential for an effective 
and efficient delivery system:  
 

 Description of the special education programs to be provided; 
 Determination of the programs each LEA (including COE) will be 

providing; 
 Procedure for recruitment and employment of teachers and support staff;  
 Role and responsibility of SELPA administrative unit (hereinafter AU); 
 Responsibility of AU and LEA for administering due process procedures; 
 Methodology for determining fiscal responsibility for providing SDC, 

DIS, and RSP programs and non public school placements; 
 Determination of how facilities and transportation will be provided and 

fiscal responsibility by each LEA. 
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142 S. Del Mar Avenue, San Gabriel, 91776 
(323) 363-1651 / (626) 292-2373 (Fax) 

 
 

These are the basic essentials of a SELPA Plan, but you may want to addresse other items 
based on local needs. 
 
Feel free to contact me if you need additional information. I can be reached at (323) 363-
1651.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Betty Hanson, Ed. D. 
Vice President 
Educational Services 
 
 
 
 



POWAY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT Assistant Superintendent, Personnel 
CLASSIFIED POSITION DESCRIPTION Date: July 2002 Issue No: 2 
TECHNICAL Page 1 of 3 

INFORMATION SYSTEMS SUPPORT ANALYST 

BASIC FUNCTION: 
 
Under the direction of an assigned supervisor, develop, maintain and analyze computer systems to 
fulfill District needs; facilitate the computerized collection, management, manipulation and 
distribution of data used for analysis; train and provide technical support to District personnel in the 
operation of computer systems. 

 
DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS: 

 
The Information Systems Support Analyst classification specializes in one or more software 
applications and serves as District-wide coordinator for the assigned systems. The Senior 
Information Systems Support Analyst coordinates more difficult and comprehensive applications 
requiring a more substantial knowledge of District operations with greater training and system 
enhancement accountability. 

 
REPRESENTATIVE DUTIES: 

 
Develop, maintain and analyze computer systems to fulfill District needs; modify existing programs 
to improve reporting and record maintenance; implement changes and additions of policies and 
procedures related to assigned activities; assure system access for new users.  

 
Facilitate the computerized collection, management, manipulation and distribution of data used for 
analysis; respond to document, report and data requests from District personnel and outside 
agencies, compiling information from various computer systems; assist with the development of 
information analysis procedures.  

 
Train and provide technical support to District personnel in the operation of computer systems; assist 
District personnel with troubleshooting, hardware upgrades, purchasing software and database 
maintenance; prepare training and informational materials for District personnel as directed; 
coordinate flow of technical information between various District departments.  

 
Input, process, maintain and evaluate a variety of data and information; audit information and 
prepare related reports as assigned.  

 
Prepare and maintain a variety of records and reports related to computerized information for 
District personnel and outside agencies.  

 
Operate a variety of office equipment including a telephone, computer, facsimile, copier, computer 
and assigned software; operate a vehicle to conduct work.  

 
Communicate with students, District personnel and outside agencies to exchange information and 
resolve issues or concerns related to computer systems, data and technical issues.  



 
 
Assist with developing and maintaining the Learning Support Services web page to support student 
learning. 

 
Coordinate informational staff meetings as assigned; conduct in-service training sessions as directed; 
attend and participate in assigned meetings, training courses and conferences. 
 
Perform related duties as assigned. 

KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES: 

KNOWLEDGE OF: 
Data processing principles and practices. 
Computer system management techniques. 
Operation of a computer and assigned software. 
Record-keeping techniques. 
Modern office practices, procedures and equipment. 
Oral and written communication skills. 
Interpersonal skills using tact, patience and courtesy. 
Principles of training and providing work direction. 
Technical aspects of field of specialty. 
 
ABILITY TO: 
Develop, maintain, analyze and enhance computer systems. 
Facilitate the computerized collection, management, manipulation and distribution of data used for 
analysis. 
Train and provide technical support to District personnel in the operation of computer systems. 
Learn district organization, operations, policies and objectives. 
Learn District policies and procedures related to the collection and maintenance of data. 
Operate a computer and assigned software. 
Maintain records. 
Type or input data at an acceptable rate of speed. * 
Compile and verify data and prepare reports. 
Communicate effectively both orally and in writing. 
Establish and maintain cooperative and effective working relationships with others. 
Maintain current knowledge of technological advances in the field. 
Analyze situations accurately and adopt an effective course of action. 
 
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE: 
 
Any combination equivalent to: graduation from high school and three years of increasingly 
responsible experience providing technical support for computer systems. 
 
LICENSES AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS: 

Valid California driver's license. 

SELF-CERTIFICATION OF TYPING/KEYBOARDING SKILLS: 
* This classification requires that incumbents be skilled in typing/keyboarding at a minimum of 45 
words per minute. A typing test will not be given. Applicants must certify in writing that they have 
such skills. Demonstrated proficiency will be expected during the probationary period for the class.  



 

WORKING CONDITIONS: 

ENVIRONMENT: 
Office environment. 
Constant interruptions. 
Driving a vehicle to conduct work. 
 
PHYSICAL DEMANDS: 
Dexterity of hands and fingers to operate a computer keyboard. 
Hearing and speaking to exchange information. 
Seeing to view computer monitor and read a variety of materials. 
Sitting for extended periods of time. 
 
HAZARDS: 
Extended viewing of computer monitor. 
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Ad Hoc Committee on Caseload Size

This technical report was developed by an ad hoc com-
mittee formed by the American Speech-Language-Hearing
Association (ASHA) and approved by ASHA’s Executive
Board in June 2002. Members of the Ad Hoc Committee on
Caseload Size were co-chairs Frank Cirrin and Ann Bird,
Larry Biehl, Sally Disney, Ellen Estomin, Judy Rudebusch,
Trici Schraeder, and Kathleen Whitmire (ex officio). Vice
President for Professional Practices in Speech-Language
Pathology Alex Johnson (2000–2002) provided guidance
and support.

Executive Summary
The position statement, guidelines, and technical

report that make up A Workload Analysis Approach for
Establishing Speech-Language Caseload Standards in the
Schools were developed by ASHA to address member
concerns that many school service programs require
caseloads for speech-language pathologists (SLPs)
that are too high in number to provide quality services.
These documents are intended to serve as a template
for local and state education agencies to determine
SLP caseload size based on an analysis of total
workload activities. The position statement asserts that
education agencies must implement a workload analy-
sis approach to setting caseload standards that allows
SLPs to engage in the broad range of professional ac-
tivities necessary to meet individual student needs. A

workload analysis approach is necessary in order to
provide students the services they need, instead of the
services that SLPs have time to offer or services that are
convenient administratively. Caseloads must be of a
size to allow SLPs to provide appropriate and effec-
tive intervention, conduct evaluations, collaborate
with teachers and parents, implement best practices
in school speech-language pathology, carry out related
activities, and complete necessary paperwork and com-
pliance tasks within working hours.

The Guidelines describe a rationale and concep-
tual framework for using an analysis of the total work
activities of school-based SLPs to help determine the
number of students who can be served. The Guidelines
present a workload analysis process that can help to
organize and document necessary SLP workload ac-
tivities, and compare the time needed for their imple-
mentation to the time available. Strategies and
resources that can help school SLPs advocate for im-
proved working conditions are also discussed.

The Position Statement and Guidelines are consis-
tent with requirements of the Individuals with Dis-
abilities Education Act Amendments of 1997 (IDEA)
that (a) each student with a disability be provided a
continuum of service options that will guarantee a free,
appropriate public education based on the student’s
individual needs, and (b) special education and related
services be linked to progress within the general edu-
cation curriculum. They also are consistent with
ASHA’s guidelines for the roles and responsibilities
of the school-based speech-language pathologist, the
scope of practice in speech-language pathology and
the position statement on roles and responsibilities of
speech-language pathologists with respect to reading
and writing in children and adolescents.

The Technical Report summarizes the literature
that establishes the scientific basis for the Position
Statement and provides the background for the Guide-
lines.
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What Are “Caseload” and “Workload”?
Traditionally, a school SLP’s workload has been

conceptualized as being almost exclusively synony-
mous with caseload. Caseload is more accurately con-
ceptualized as only one part of SLPs’ total workload.
The term caseload typically refers to the number of
students with Individualized Education Programs
(IEPs) or Individualized Family Service Plans (IFSPs)
that school SLPs serve through direct and/or indirect
service delivery options. In some school districts, SLP
caseloads may also include students who do not have
identified disabilities, and who receive prereferral in-
tervention and other services designed to help prevent
future difficulties with language learning and literacy.
School SLPs may also serve as case managers for all or
some students on their caseload, which adds signifi-
cant responsibilities and time for writing and manag-
ing IEPs, as well as assuring compliance with special
education regulations. Workload refers to all activities
required and performed by school-based SLPs. SLP
workloads include considerable time for face-to-face
direct services to students. Workloads also include
many other activities necessary to support students’
education programs, implement best practices for
school speech-language services, and ensure compli-
ance with IDEA and other mandates. When a student
is added to a caseload for direct services, significant
amounts of time within the school day, week, or month
must be allocated for other important workload activi-
ties necessary to support that student’s education pro-
gram and meet education agency mandates.

Recent Influences on School SLP Caseloads,
Responsibilities, and Workload

Although the average number of students on
speech-language caseloads has remained essentially
unchanged over the past decade, the role of the school-
based SLP has changed dramatically. Additional fed-
eral and state requirements to ensure increased student
access to general education programs and curriculum,
consideration of assistive technology, and billing of
government agencies and health insurance companies
are just a few examples of mandated responsibilities
that did not exist a decade ago. As a result, the stan-
dards of what constitutes a “reasonable” caseload are
much different today from 10 years ago.

IDEA, in particular, has increased the responsi-
bilities of the school-based SLP. With IDEA reauthori-
zation, school SLPs now serve more children and
adolescents with multiple disabilities and complex
communication disorders. These students require in-
tensive, long-term interventions and greater use of in-
dividualized and smaller group services, as well as
more frequent contact every week. They often receive
services from a variety of providers, resulting in a need

for greater collaboration in planning and providing
these services. Another change is that SLPs must now
provide services in the least restrictive environment
and through the general education curriculum. This
requires additional planning and collaboration time
with other teachers and professionals as well as time
for SLPs to better understand the general education
curriculum. In addition, SLPs now play many impor-
tant direct and indirect roles in facilitating literacy for
children and adolescents.

Federal, State, and Local Caseload Policies
Caseload size in special education programs (in-

cluding speech-language programs) for students with
disabilities is not mentioned in federal special educa-
tion laws, leaving control of this matter to state law and
regulations. State and local policies on caseloads for
SLPs are variable. Although 28 states (56%) establish
maximum caseload guidelines for school SLPs, 22
states (44%) leave determinations to local districts. For
states with numerical guidelines, speech-language
caseload limits extend from a low of 40 students for
one SLP to highs of 80:1.

SLP Caseloads in Schools
In the decade since ASHA recommended that

school SLP caseloads not exceed 40 under any circum-
stances, with special populations and circumstances
dictating a maximum caseload of 25 or less, the aver-
age number of students on caseloads has remained
significantly higher than these maximum numbers.
Recent surveys indicate an average caseload size of 53;
some members report caseloads as large as 110. Be-
tween 1990 and 1999, the number of children with
speech-language impairments grew by more than 10%.
Students in virtually all other disability categories
served by SLPs have shown large increases in the past
10 years as well.

Workload Time Activities of SLPs
The amount of time in a school week SLPs devote

to direct intervention with students has increased over
the past several years. At the same time, other required
workload activities for SLPs have increased within an
unaltered time frame. SLPs report that the number of
hours each week used for direct intervention with large
numbers of students leaves little time for meetings,
collaborating with other teachers, and supporting stu-
dents’ education programs in the least restrictive en-
vironment.

Caseload Effects and Service Delivery
Options Used With Students

Large caseloads appear to be a factor constrain-
ing the service delivery options SLPs provide to stu-
dents with disabilities. Despite IDEA’s focus on
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collaboration, and evidence that collaboration and con-
sultation support notions of best practice, most inter-
vention services continue to be delivered through a
pullout model, primarily with groups rather than in-
dividuals. Large caseloads have been shown to relate
to less individual treatment offered to students, more
group treatment, and an increase in the size of treat-
ment groups.

Caseload Effects and Student Outcomes
Student outcomes are affected when SLPs provide

intervention services to large caseloads. Larger
caseloads appear to minimize opportunities for indi-
vidualization of interventions. In smaller size instruc-
tional groups, students with a wide range of
disabilities are more engaged and have better student
outcomes. Among desired student outcomes, commu-
nication skills, in particular, appear to be positively
influenced by small treatment group size, and nega-
tively influenced by larger treatment group size. This
includes students with severe disabilities who verbal-
ize and use gestures to communicate more in small
group settings. In addition, evidence suggests that stu-
dents on large caseloads take longer to make progress
in communication skills.

Caseload Effects and Working Conditions
Related to Teacher Attrition and Shortages

The current trend of increased school SLP
caseloads and the expanded responsibilities required
of teachers and other providers in special education
(including SLPs) appear to be important factors con-
tributing toward high rates of attrition. Large
caseloads are associated with the difficulties educa-
tion agencies have recruiting and retaining qualified
SLPs.

Technical Report

Background
The position statement, guidelines, technical re-

port, and technical assistance manual that make up A
Workload Analysis Approach for Establishing Speech-Lan-
guage Caseload Standards in the Schools were developed
by ASHA to address member concerns that many
school service programs require caseloads for speech-
language pathologists (SLPs) that are too high in num-
ber to provide quality services. A major goal of ASHA’s
focused initiatives for school-based programs and ser-
vices is to increase the number of states and school
districts that use total SLP workload time and activi-
ties to determine the number of children who can be
served appropriately. Strategies to achieve this out-
come include a revision of ASHA’s policy documents
on caseload size, which had been developed to pro-

vide clear guidelines for determining maximum school
caseloads (ASHA, 1984, 1993). The revised documents
are intended to serve as a template for education agen-
cies to determine SLP caseload size based on an analy-
sis of total workload activities. These may include, but
are not limited to, IEP meetings, administrative tasks,
evaluation time, paperwork, consultation, planning
time, and direct and indirect intervention services. The
documents are consistent with requirements of the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act Amend-
ments of 1997 (IDEA; U.S. Congress, 1997; U.S. Dept.
of Education, 2000) that (a) each student with a dis-
ability be provided a continuum of service options that
will guarantee a free, appropriate public education
based on the student’s individual needs, and (b) spe-
cial education and related services be linked to
progress within the general education curriculum.
They also are consistent with ASHA’s guidelines for
the roles and responsibilities of the school-based
speech-language pathologist (1999), the scope of prac-
tice in speech-language pathology (2001f) and the
position statement on roles and responsibilities of
speech-language pathologists with respect to reading
and writing in children and adolescents (2001d).

What Is Known About SLP School
Caseloads?

What Are “Caseload” and “Workload”? How
Does Caseload Relate to Workload?

Traditionally, a school SLP’s workload has been
conceptualized as being almost exclusively synony-
mous with caseload. Caseload is more accurately con-
ceptualized as only one part of SLPs’ total workload.
The term caseload typically refers to the number of
students with Individualized Education Programs
(IEPs) or Individualized Family Service Plans (IFSPs)
that school SLPs serve through direct and/or indirect
service delivery options. In some school districts, SLP
caseloads may also include students who do not have
identified disabilities, and who receive prereferral in-
tervention and other services designed to help prevent
future difficulties with language learning and literacy
(ASHA, 2000b). School SLPs may also serve as case
managers for all or some students on their caseload,
which adds significant responsibilities and time for
writing and managing IEPs, as well as assuring com-
pliance with special education regulations. Workload
refers to all activities required and performed by school-
based SLPs. SLP workloads include considerable time
for face-to-face direct services to students. Workloads
also include many other activities necessary to support
students’ education programs, implement best prac-
tices for school speech-language services, and ensure
compliance with IDEA and other mandates. A more
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detailed discussion of the roles, responsibilities, and
activities in the workloads of school SLPs is presented
in the Guidelines document that accompanies this
Technical Report.

How does caseload relate to workload? Special
educators and SLPs have reported that increases in
caseloads correspond with simultaneous increases in
meetings and paperwork demands (e.g., Russ, Chiang,
Rylance, & Bongers, 2001). Each student added to the
caseload increases the time needed not only for evalu-
ation, diagnosis, and direct and indirect services, but

also for mandated paperwork, multidisciplinary team
conferences, parent and teacher contacts, and many
other responsibilities. Multiplying the number of stu-
dents on the speech-language caseload by the number
of forms that must be completed per student and the
number of meetings that must be attended gives a
rough indication of the time implications of this factor
(ASHA, 1993). Table 1 presents an example from a
Midwestern urban school district of the required forms
and meetings added to SLPs’ workloads when just one
student is added to the caseload.

     Table 1. An example of forms and meetings that are added to the workload of a school SLP when one student
is added to the caseload.

Referral

• Pre-referral consultation meeting with general education teacher

• Pre-referral meeting with parent

• Pre-referral team meeting

• Pre-referral forms (13)

Evaluation and Re-evaluation

 Evaluation/re-evaluation planning meeting

• Parent consent form (1)

• Notice of team meeting forms (3)

• Reducing bias in assessment forms (8)

• Evaluation/re-evaluation summary report forms (2)

• Disability designation form (1)

IEP

• IEP meeting

• Notice of IEP meeting forms (3)

• IEP forms (2)

• State general education standards forms (2)

• Extended school year forms (2)

• Assistive technology forms (2)

• Medicaid billing consent form (1)

Progress Reports

• Progress report meetings (4)

• Notice of progress report meeting forms (4)

• Progress report forms (4)

Discharge

• Discharge/significant change meeting

• Notice of proposed change to IEP meeting forms (3)

• Exit summary forms (2)

Additional meetings/forms not reflected in the totals listed above may include:

• Suspension meetings and forms, conditional intervention meetings and forms, functional behavior assessment and manifes-
tation determination meetings and forms, meetings and forms for significant changes to IEP, team override of eligibility crite-
ria forms, meetings and forms for transitions to other schools and/or programs, special education and grade level team meeting,
additional meetings at parent request.

Totals:

• 10 Meetings

• 52 Forms
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Thus, when a student is added to the caseload for
direct or face-to-face services, significant amounts of
time within the school day, week, or month must be
allocated for other important workload activities nec-
essary to support that student’s education programs
and meet education agency mandates.

Caseload Concerns in Special Education
Concerns about caseload size in the schools are

not limited to speech-language services (McCrea, 1996;
Russ, Chiang, Rylance, & Bongers, 2001; Rylance,
Chiang, Russ, & Dobbs-Whitcomb, 1999). Caseloads
for special education teachers have been called “un-
manageable” (Council for Exceptional Children [CEC],
2001), and the caseload issue has become a priority for
special education professional and advocacy groups
(CEC, 2001), as well as state and local education agen-
cies (e.g., Minnesota Department of Children, Families
& Learning, 2000; Ohio Legislative Office of Education
Oversight, 1999). Russ et al. (2001) found that 72% of
the special education teachers they surveyed reported
that large caseloads had a negative impact on their
ability to meet the needs of the students, including a
decrease in 1:1 instruction and a decrease in student-
teacher contact time. In addition, larger caseloads were
strongly associated with teacher perceptions of dimin-
ished student progress in meeting IEP goals. The Coun-
cil for Exceptional Children has recently stated that
large caseloads are the most pressing problem facing
special education teachers today. They maintain that
current caseload regulations do not take into account
each child’s disability and education needs, and make
it nearly impossible to individualize and provide qual-
ity instruction (CEC, 2000).

Federal, State, and Local Caseload Policies
Caseload size in special education programs (in-

cluding speech-language programs) for students with
disabilities is not mentioned in federal special educa-
tion laws, leaving control of this matter to state law and
regulations. However, the U.S. Department of Educa-
tion does have oversight of state requirements through
its monitoring responsibility because the caseload is-
sue is related to provision of a free, appropriate public
education in the least restrictive environment. There
is extensive variation among state requirements in this
area. No two states have the same, or even very simi-
lar, regulations on caseload for special education (Na-
tional Association of State Directors of Special
Education [NASDSE], 2000).

Recent reviews of state regulations on special edu-
cation caseload/class size (Ahearn, 1995; McCrea,
1996; NASDSE, 2000; Rylance, Chiang, Russ & Dobbs-
Whitcomb, 1999) reveal that some states specify spe-
cial education class size by students’ age span or grade

level, with preschool student-to-teacher ratios speci-
fied separately. Another common criterion is the type
of service that students receive, with different student-
to-teacher ratios for resource rooms, self-contained
classes, speech-language treatment, and other related
services. Most states include a combination of criteria
for caseload/class size in their regulations, for ex-
ample, specifying different mandated student-to-
teacher ratios based on the severity of each student’s
disability and how many intervention services are
necessary. In many states, the issues of class size and
caseloads for special education and related services
are left to local education agencies appropriate to the
need of students (NASDSE, 2000). Many states are in
the process of revising their regulations to comply with
the 1997 amendments to the Individuals with Disabili-
ties Education Act (IDEA) and associated regulations.
However, since federal law does not address caseload
or class size, it is likely that state requirements in this
area will not be changed as part of that update effort.

State and local policies on caseloads for SLPs dem-
onstrate variability similar to caseload/class size regu-
lations for other special education services. Although
28 states (56%) establish maximum caseload guide-
lines for school SLPs, 22 states (44%) leave determina-
tions to local districts (Rylance et al., 1999). For states
with numerical guidelines, speech-language caseload
limits extend from a low of 40 students for one SLP in
Hawaii and Wisconsin to highs of 80:1 in Ohio
(Chiang & Rylance, 2000).

Several important but unanswered questions
emerge from reviews of caseload policies and caseload
sizes across the country. Does a general guideline that
merely sets a goal of “appropriate to the needs of each
student with an IEP” (NASDSE, 2000) designate
enough protection for the delivery of individualized
services? Does setting a maximum caseload result in
flexibility for education agencies, or are they used to
define a number that is often interpreted as a minimum
threshold to add on to, rather than a true index of
maximum capacity? Recently these questions appear
to have concerned decision makers at federal, state,
and local levels, as suggested by the following state-
ment from K. Warlick, Director of Special Education
Programs, U.S. Department of Education:

 “Setting caseloads is a local and state issue, but
excessive caseloads can potentially impede the
ability to provide a free, appropriate public edu-
cation to students. I believe that caseloads over
35 impede the ability to meet the individual needs
of students. Some therapists should have even
lower caseloads commensurate with the inten-
sity of services needed by the students” (cited in
Annett, 2001).
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SLP Caseloads in Schools
Nationwide, SLPs provide services to students

from at least four different groups. First, SLPs serve
school-age students who are eligible under IDEA as
“speech-language impaired” (U.S. Department of Edu-
cation, 2000). These students make up approximately
20% of all students in the United States identified with
any disability. Second, SLPs provide related services
to an estimated 50% of the remaining children and
adolescents identified under IDEA with primary dis-
abilities other than speech-language impairment (e.g.,
autism, developmental delay, cognitive disabilities,
learning disabilities, and deaf/hard of hearing). More
than two million school-age children receive education
services from SLPs in just these two categories. Third,
SLPs provide intervention to more than a half-million
preschoolers who are eligible for speech-language ser-
vices. Fourth, SLPs work directly and indirectly with
many students who receive prereferral intervention and
other services designed to help prevent future difficul-
ties with language learning and literacy (ASHA,
2000b). Between 1990 and 1999, the number of children
with speech-language impairments grew by more than
10%. Students in virtually all other disability categories
served by SLPs have also shown large increases in the
past 10 years (U.S. Department of Education, 2000).

Studies reveal wide variation across states and
local school districts for average monthly caseloads of
school-based, ASHA-certified SLPs (see Appendix A for
information on current speech-language caseloads in
the states). According to the ASHA 2000 Schools Sur-
vey, the average (median) monthly caseload of school-
based ASHA-certified SLPs is 53, ranging from 15 to
110. These data are consistent with the findings of the
ASHA 1999–2000 National Outcomes Measurement
System (NOMS) report, which found caseload sizes
ranging from 25 to 104, with an average caseload of
52.4 students (ASHA, 2000a). This NOMS report pre-
sents outcome data for the 1999–2000 school year on
547 students with disabilities receiving speech-lan-
guage services. These data track student progress in
treatment over the course of an IEP year, and allow
examination of the effects of service delivery factors
(i.e., caseloads and group size) on student outcomes.

In the decade since ASHA recommended that
school SLP caseloads not exceed 40 under any circum-
stances (ASHA, 1993), the average number of students
on caseloads has remained significantly higher than
this maximum number. Figures from the 2000 survey
are very similar to data reported in the 1992 ASHA
Omnibus Survey, which indicated that the average
monthly caseload for SLPs working in the schools full-

time was 52 (median of 50); in addition, SLPs com-
monly reported caseloads of 70 to 80 (Peters-Johnson,
1992). Caseloads can also be quantified in terms of the
number of intervention sessions in a given time frame.
School SLPs reported an average of 52 individual ses-
sions per month, and an average of 82 group sessions
per month in 2001 (ASHA, 2001b). In 1992, SLPs re-
ported having a mean of 49 individual sessions and
83 group sessions per month (Peters-Johnson, 1992).
In the past decade the average number of students on
SLP caseloads in the schools has not changed despite
an expansion of SLP mandated roles and responsibili-
ties, as described later in this document.

Workload Time Activities of SLPs
As reported by ASHA (ASHA, 2001e), recent data

suggest that school-based, ASHA-certified SLPs spend
more time now in direct contact with students than
they did 5 years ago, leaving less time for consultation
and other indirect services, collaboration, planning,
paperwork, and other professional responsibilities.
School-based SLPs report (ASHA, 2000b) that they
spend an average of 6 hours per day on direct contact
with students. In a typical week, SLPs report that they
spend approximately 70% of their time providing di-
rect intervention and evaluations. The remainder of
their time is spent on other required work-related ac-
tivities, including record keeping, paperwork, and re-
port writing; planning and preparation for
intervention; and parent and staff meetings.

A comparison between data from the 2000 and
1995 Schools Surveys (ASHA, 2001e) on the average
amount of time spent per week on professional activi-
ties reveals that the percentage of time spent on direct
intervention increased from 54% in 1995 to 62% in
2000. At the same time, there was a corresponding
decrease in the time available for other mandated
workload activities including time for evaluations (9%
to 7%), planning with teachers (8% to 6%), and record
keeping and paperwork (9% to 8%).

Other studies suggest that some SLPs spend even
more time in direct student service (Chiang & Rylance,
2000; Vance, Hayden, & Eaves, 1989). For example,
Chiang and Rylance (2000) reported that 75% of school
SLPs’ time at work is spent delivering student inter-
vention services, with a corresponding decrease in the
time left for other work activities. None of the studies
reviewed in this section looked specifically at indirect
or consultative speech-language services even though
these are important service options and have received
considerable attention in the literature on best prac-
tices in schools (e.g., Cirrin & Penner, 1995).
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Recent Influences on School SLP Caseloads,
Responsibilities and Workload

Although the average number of students on
speech-language caseloads has remained essentially
unchanged over the past decade (ASHA, 2000b; Peters-
Johnson, 1992), the role of the school-based SLP has
changed dramatically (ASHA, 1991; 1999, 2001a,
2001f; Beck & Dennis, 1997; Cirrin & Penner, 1995;
Eger, 1992; Ehren, 2000; Elksnin & Capilouto, 1994;
Prelock, 2000; Whitmire, 2001). Additional federal and
state requirements to ensure increased student access
to general education programs and curriculum, con-
sideration of assistive technology, and billing govern-
ment agencies and health insurance companies are just
a few examples of mandated responsibilities that did
not exist a decade ago. Similarly, increased workload
responsibilities have been noted in such areas as com-
munication with parents, general and special educa-
tion teachers, and administrators; participation on
teams; paperwork requirements; and supervising the
work of paraprofessionals. As a result, the standards
of what constitute a “reasonable” caseload are differ-
ent today from 10 years ago.

IDEA, in particular, has increased the responsi-
bilities of the school-based SLP. With the IDEA reau-
thorization, school SLPs now:

• Serve more children and adolescents who have
complex communication disorders that require
intensive, long-term interventions. Children
and adolescents with more severe disabilities
may require greater use of individualized and
smaller group models of service delivery as well
as more frequent contact every week (U.S. De-
partment of Education, 2000).

• Serve more children and adolescents who are
medically fragile or who have multiple disabili-
ties. The U.S. Department of Education (2000)
reports that the most common service for chil-
dren and adolescents with two or more co-oc-
curring disabilities was speech-language
intervention. In addition, students with co-oc-
curring disabilities often receive services from
a variety of providers, resulting in a need for
greater collaboration in planning and provid-
ing these services.

• Provide services in the least restrictive environ-
ment and through the general education cur-
riculum. This requires additional planning and
collaboration time with other teachers and pro-
fessionals as well as time for SLPs to better un-
derstand the general education curriculum.

• Play many important direct and indirect roles
in facilitating literacy for children and adoles-

cents with and without communication disor-
ders (ASHA, 2001b) as a result of the focus on
measurement of student progress in the general
education curriculum. Appropriate roles for
SLPs with respect to literacy include, but are not
limited to, prevention, identification, assess-
ment, intervention, monitoring, and follow-up.

• Report on student progress more frequently and
attend more meetings with general education
teachers and parents.

A number of specific provisions in IDEA affect
many workload activities of SLPs in schools. Table 2
presents the major tenets of IDEA that mandate the type
of services that students with disabilities receive in
schools, and thus affect the required workload activi-
ties of school-based SLPs. Summaries of other selected
legislation and court decisions related to expanded
SLP responsibilities are presented in Appendix B.

One federal mandate that warrants attention is
that education agencies must ensure that each student
with a disability is provided a continuum of service
options that will guarantee a free, appropriate public
education based on the student’s individual needs.
Both ASHA (2001f) and the National Joint Committee
on Learning Disabilities (1993) support the use of a
continuum of services and reject the arbitrary place-
ment of all students in any one setting for administra-
tive convenience. These groups have recommended the
use of a variety of models through which inclusive
practices can be provided, including resource (pull-
out) programs, classroom-based service options, and
consultative interventions. The current literature on
best practices in school speech-language pathology has
reinforced this aspect of IDEA as well, as illustrated
by the following quotation.

“Meeting the mandates of IDEA requires
that SLPs move away from exclusive use of the
traditional clinical model of individual and
small-group pullout therapy and instead engage
in collaborative consultation, authentic assess-
ment, curriculum-based intervention programs,
and classroom-based services. This provides us
with a rich opportunity to benefit from the
strength of collaborative team models, and to of-
fer our students educationally relevant and func-
tional programs” (Whitmire, 2000).

The scope of practice for speech-language pathol-
ogy (ASHA, 2001f) has also continued to expand and
evolve in response to significant changes in the sever-
ity and complexity of disabilities of students currently
enrolled in schools. These changes have exerted a
strong influence on the workloads and roles played by
school-based SLPs. The scope of practice reflects the
new knowledge bases and clinical skills necessary to
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4. Least restrictive envi-
ronment (LRE)  300.130
of 1999 Final IDEA Regu-
lations SUBPART B

5. Due process 300.501 of
1999 Final IDEA Regula-
tions  SUBPART D

4. To the maximum extent appropri-
ate, students with disabilities should
be educated with peers who do not
have disabilities, whenever possible.
LRE must be individualized and ap-
propriate to each student’s needs.

5. Due process: Parents/legal guard-
ians must be notified and give con-
sent during the assessment and
evaluation process. Early identifica-
tion of to children with disabilities
and provision of services are pro-
moted.

1. Zero reject:  300.125
Child Find of  1999
Final IDEA
Regulations
SUBPART B

2. Nondiscriminatory
evaluation: 300.19 of 1999
Final IDEA Regulations
SUBPART A

3. FAPE  300.113 and
300.121 of 1999 Final IDEA
Regulations SUBPART A

Table 2.  IDEA’s influence on student needs and expanded SLP responsibilities in schools.

Statutes, Regulations, &                 What Is the Intent           Implications for School SLP Workload
Other Federal Sources

1. Schools must educate all children
with a disability, no matter how se-
vere. Each state is responsible for lo-
cating, identifying, and evaluating all
children residing in the state sus-
pected or having disability.

2. A student with disabilities must
receive a full, individual evaluation
before being placed in special edu-
cation. The evaluation must be non-
discriminatory and fair to every
student, even nonverbal and
nonreading students and those with
different cultural backgrounds.

3. Free, appropriate public educa-
tion (FAPE): All children identified
with a disability have the right to a
free and appropriate education. An
IEP must be developed according to
each child’s needs. The focus is on
improving teaching and learning,
with the specific focus on the IEP as
the primary tool for enhancing the
students’ involvement and progress
in the general curriculum.

1. School speech-language pathologists (SLPs) must
work with school evaluation teams to identify all stu-
dents suspected of having a speech and/or language
disability whether it is the primary disability or a dis-
ability related to another category under IDEA. The
range and severity of students with disabilities that
require speech-language services has greatly ex-
panded, increasing school caseloads. Children with
more severe disabilities may require greater use of
individualized and smaller group models of service
delivery as well as more frequent contact every week.

2. The evaluation process must determine the
student’s level of communication functioning even if
the student is nonverbal and from a different cultural
background. This takes more time because of the
need to coordinate and work with interpreters, plan
and choose appropriate alternative and authentic as-
sessments, etc.

3. Each student receiving speech and/or language
services should be educated with peers whenever
possible while addressing the student’s individualized
needs. This includes meeting and collaborating with
general education teachers.

4. Each student receiving speech-language services
should be educated with typical developing peers
whenever possible, while addressing the student(s)
IEP needs to help him/her progress in the general
curriculum. This adds to SLP workload activities to
meet and collaborate with general education teach-
ers, understand the demands of the curriculum at
all grade levels, and apply general ed. curriculum
standards, etc.

5. This permission includes assessments and evalu-
ations for speech and language functioning. This
involves increased paperwork and meeting specific
timelines that affect the SLP’s workload. Also,
compliance tasks, case management tasks, etc.
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6. Parent participation
300.345 of 1999 Final
IDEA Regulations
SUBPART C

Statutes, Regulations, &                 What Is the Intent           Implications for School SLP Workload
Other Federal Sources

6. Parental participation:
Teams composed of parents/
legal guardians and school
personnel must make special
education decisions.

6. Parents should be involved as team members in
all decisions relative to speech and language ser-
vices. Parents are expected to be equal partners
along with school personnel in developing, review-
ing, and revising the IEP for their child. Several re-
quirements are designed to guarantee parent
participation, including notifying parents with ad-
equate time so they have the opportunity to attend
an IEP meeting, documenting phone calls, corre-
spondence, home visits, and all efforts to include
the parents. More meetings, more contacts with
parents that add to the SLP workload.

7. Early intervention

300.125 Child Find of
1999 Final IDEA Regula-
tions SUBPART B

7. Clarifies that for children from
birth to age 2 are the responsibility
of the local education agency to en-
sure compliance with child find when
the lead agency for the Part C pro-
gram is different.

7. SLPs are involved in identification of children
birth to age 2 in some states.

8. Transition services

300.29 of 1999 Final
IDEA  Regulations SUB-
PART A

8. Transition services means a coor-
dinated set of activities for the stu-
dent with a disability designed to
promote movement from school to
post-school activities.

8. Transition services must be based on the indi-
vidual needs of the student and include many ser-
vices that affect the SLP’s workload, such as
instruction, related services, and community expe-
riences and, if appropriate, acquisition of daily liv-
ing skills and functional vocational evaluation.

9. Assistive technology

300.5 and 300.6 1999 Fi-
nal IDEA Regulations
SUBPART A

9. Assistive technology devices mean
any item, piece of equipment, or
product system, whether acquired
commercially, off the shelf, modi-
fied, or customized, that is used to
increase, maintain, or improve the
functional capabilities of children
with disabilities. Assistive technol-
ogy services mean any service that
assists a child with a disability in the
selection, acquisition, or use of an
assistive technology device. This
must be addressed in every IEP.

9. The SLP may be involved in evaluation of the
student’s needs; providing the acquisition of
assistive tech. devices; selecting, designing, fitting,
customizing, adapting, applying, maintaining, or
repairing such devices; coordinating and using
other therapies, interventions or services; training
or technical assistance to teachers and family mem-
bers and others involved with the students. These
tasks are very time consuming in the SLP
workloads.

10. Participation in
state/district assess-
ments 300.138 of 1999
Final IDEA Regulations
SUBPART A

10. IDEA mandates that students
participate in school-wide testing
and demonstrate that they are mak-
ing progress in the school curriculum

 10. SLPs must know the language-learning de-
mands of state and district assessments in order to
address student needs such as identifying appropri-
ate accommodations and modifications to enable
students to participate.
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Statutes, Regulations                 What Is the Intent           Implications for School SLP Workload

11. All IEP goals and objectives are to be developed
by the team and are not the sole responsibility of
the SLP. In order for regular education teachers,
special education teachers, and speech-language
pathologists to team, they need time to meet, share
information about students’ strengths and needs,
and develop appropriate goals and objectives.

11. As a member of a professional
team, the SLP is among a cadre of
staff who may be responsible for
implementing the IEP communication
goals and objectives. In the teaming
concept teachers/staff share responsi-
bility for aspects of student learning.
This provides the opportunity for
joint ownership of student success
and maximizing connection to educa-
tion standards, with particular empha-
sis on building literacy skills.

11.  Multidisci-plinary
teaming 300.344 IEP
Team of 1999 Final
IDEA Regulations
SUBPART C

12. In order for regular education teachers, special
education teachers, and speech-language patholo-
gists to develop and implement educationally rel-
evant and integrated IEPs, they need time to meet,
share curriculum standards and goals, and deter-
mine appropriate instructional strategies. Consider-
ation must be given to the students’
communication needs in the development and
modification of all IEPs. This increases the involve-
ment of the SLP in the student’s IEP process.
Speech-language pathologists must understand the
demands of the curriculum at all grade levels and
across school, district, and state requirements. Stu-
dent evaluation data must include information rel-
evant to current classroom-based functioning. SLPs
need time to do classroom observations and to col-
lect authentic assessments that reflect the student’s
performance in the general curriculum and on cur-
rent IEP goals.

13. In all cases, placement decisions must be individu-
ally determined on the basis of each child’s abilities
and needs, and not solely on factors such as category
of disability, significance of disability, availability of
special education and related services, configuration
of the service delivery system, availability of space,
or administrative convenience. Rather, each student’s
IEP forms the basis for the placement decision. This
affects the SLP workload as listed under Least Restric-
tive Environment and Connection to General Cur-
riculum listed above.

12. Connection to gen-
eral education curricu-
lum:

•  Integration/inclusion

•  Contextual-based
evaluations

333.26 of 1999 Final
IDEA Regulations SUB-
PART A

300.346 of 1999 Final
IDEA Regulations SUB-
PART C

12. Children and adolescents with dis-
abilities and their teachers are ac-
countable for these students’ progress
in the general education curriculum.
Specific instruction should be de-
signed to ensure access of the child to
the general curriculum so that he or
she can meet the education standards
that apply to all children.The reautho-
rization of IDEA calls for more educa-
tionally relevant IEPs. These changes
are designed to lead to integrated
speech and language service delivery
that includes curriculum-based assess-
ment and intervention. Because the
internal fabric of the IEP has changed,
activities that lead to its design and
implementation have also changed.
Fundamental to this shift is the under-
lying assumption that special educa-
tors, regular educators, and parents
must collaborate and consult with one
another on behalf of the student.

13. Notice of interpreta-
tion: Extent to which
child will participate with
nondisabled children.
300. (533). Appendix A to
Part

13. To the maximum extent appropri-
ate to the child’s needs, each child
with a disability participates with
nondisabled children in nonacademic
and extracurricular services and activi-
ties: All services and education place-
ments under Part B must be
individually determined in light of
each child’s unique abilities and needs,
to reasonably promote the child’s
education success. Placing children
with disabilities in this manner should
enable each disabled child to meet
high expectations in the future.
IDEA’s emphasis on access to the gen-
eral curriculum is intended to ensure
that special education and related ser-
vices are in addition to, not separate
from that curriculum. The require-
ments regarding services provided to
address a child’s present levels of edu-
cation performance and to make
progress toward identified goals rein-
force the emphasis on progress in the
general curriculum.

Sources: ASHA (1999b) and Hehir (1998).
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fulfill these expanded SLP roles. For example, SLPs in
schools must now have expertise in areas that include,
but are not limited to, language and literacy develop-
ment, articulation and phonology development and
disorders, fluency disorders, voice disorders, lan-
guage-based learning disabilities including reading
and writing disorders, expressive and receptive lan-
guage disorders, feeding and swallowing disorders,
augmentative and alternative communication, audi-
tory processing disorders, traumatic brain injury, au-
tism spectrum disorders, neurogenic disorders
including cognitive impairment, deafness and hearing
impairment, and linguistic and cultural diversity.

Known Effects of Caseload Size and
Instructional Group Size in Special
Education

Caseload Effects and Service Delivery
Options Used With Students

ASHA’s 2000 Omnibus Survey (ASHA, 2001c) and
2000 Schools Survey (ASHA, 2001e) describe speech-
language practice as it is currently conducted in the
schools. Despite IDEA’s focus on collaboration and
evidence that collaboration and consultation support
notions of best practice, most treatment services con-
tinue to be delivered through a pullout model (aver-
age 23 hours per week), primarily with groups versus
individuals. Consultation and collaboration currently
take up an average of only 2 hours per week, with class-
room-based/curriculum-based intervention averag-
ing 1 hour per week. This limited involvement in
collaboration, consultation, and classroom-based ser-
vices appears to be due in large part to the major
workload challenges identified by school-based SLPs:
large caseload sizes; lack of time for planning, collabo-
rating and meeting with teachers; and burdensome
amounts of paperwork (e.g., ASHA, 2001a; Chiang &
Rylance, 2000). ASHA NOMS data confirm that the
vast majority of students with disabilities (up to 92%)
receive speech-language intervention in pullout
groups regardless of the disorder being treated. Two-
thirds of students are seen for intervention two times
per week, and more than 75% of those sessions are 21-
30 minutes in length (ASHA, 2000a).

When data from the 2000 ASHA Schools Survey
are compared to data from the 1995 ASHA Schools
Survey (Peters-Johnson, 1996, 1998), there appears to
be virtually no change in the service delivery options
used by school SLPs in the past decade. Paralleling the
2000 survey data, the pullout group treatment model
was the most common service provided in 1995 (total
86% of the time, 51% in group sessions and 35% in
individual sessions).

The NOMS data report reveals that caseload size
appears to play a significant role in the way speech-
language services are delivered (ASHA, 2000a; Karr &
Schooling, 2001; Whitmire, Karr, & Mullen, 2000).
Analyses indicate that two of the immediate impacts
of increasing caseload size are a shift from individual
to group treatment, and an increase in the size of the
treatment groups. For SLPs with caseloads greater than
60 students, treatment groups of 5 or more were much
more commonly used (31% of the time vs. 6% for
caseloads under 40) and individual treatment was
nonexistent (0% of the time). In contrast, children
served by SLPs with fewer than 40 children were more
likely (13%) to receive individual treatment than SLPs
with larger caseloads. In addition, SLPs with caseloads
fewer than 40 were more likely to use other service
delivery models (classroom-based, collaborative con-
sultation, etc.) to treat their students. These data sug-
gest that a wider range of service delivery options is
available to a student if the SLP has a caseload of fewer
than 40 students. Figure 1 illustrates the relationship
between caseload size and the percentage of students
receiving individual treatment for speech sound pro-
duction.

Current ASHA NOMS results are confirmed by
other independent research. For example, Chiang and
Rylance (2000) conducted surveys of a random sample
of 210 Wisconsin school-based SLPs in one of the most
comprehensive studies published on speech-language
caseloads. As would be predicted, SLPs with large
caseloads (over 40) conducted a high percentage of
treatment in pullout/resource settings (68%), which
they felt allowed them to offer treatment to the largest
number of students in the least amount of time.
Caseload also affected the type of intervention pro-
vided; SLPs with large caseloads tended to serve larger
numbers of students in group settings (66%). The ma-
jority of respondents indicated that the size of their
caseload had a critical influence on their ability to
deliver an appropriate education to their students.
These findings led the authors to make several recom-
mendations to decision makers in state and local edu-
cation agencies: (a) the IEPs and the needs of
individual students must be given priority when choos-
ing service delivery options; (b) caseloads should be
of a size to allow SLPs to provide intervention, collabo-
rate and co-teach, and complete the necessary paper-
work in working hours; (c) caseloads of students with
communication disorders should not exceed 40 under
any circumstances; and (d) caseloads containing stu-
dents with severe and complex disabilities (e.g., autism,
cognitive disabilities, fetal alcohol syndrome, and se-
vere developmental delays) require substantial reduc-
tion to provide appropriate services. These authors
make the following conclusion:
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“In a profession dedicated to serving
children based on their disability needs,
these trends sound warning alarms.
Indeed, with the new and increased
paperwork demands mandated by
IDEA, the recent move for schools to bill
other agencies, and an increase in the
number of children with severe in-
volved disabilities, a caseload of 40
strains even a dedicated professional.
Based on the findings from this study,
the tensions between more paperwork
and quality services will only be exac-
erbated by increasing numbers of chil-
dren” (Chiang & Rylance, 2000).

The effects of large caseloads on the service options
chosen by special education professionals is not lim-
ited to school SLPs. Olmstead (1995) analyzed results
from a survey of caseloads and working conditions for
itinerant vision teachers. As caseloads increased, the
teachers felt that the level of service on students’ IEPs
was determined primarily by how much time was
available in their schedules, rather than according to
student needs. Teachers also indicated that expand-
ing caseloads had left insufficient time in the school
day to conduct necessary duties such as adapting
materials and meeting with teachers. Keith (1992) con-
ducted a survey of randomly selected school psycholo-
gists. Results indicated that caseload size influenced
the amount of time psychologists could spend on in-
terventions: as caseloads increased, psychologists had

Source: ASHA NOMS
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less time to spend on direct intervention with students
and virtually no time to meet with teachers. Just as
important, teachers’ ratings of psychologists’ effective-
ness were directly influenced by caseload size; the
higher the caseloads, the lower the teachers rated the
effectiveness of the psychologist. The studies reviewed
here suggest that large caseloads limit the type of ser-
vices that SLPs, special education teachers, and other
related service providers give to students with disabili-
ties, even though the intent of federal and state special
education regulations is for service decisions to be
based on students’ individual needs.

Caseload Effects and Student Outcomes
Most research to date on the effects of caseload and

instructional group size has looked at traditional pull-
out service settings. There is a lack of research on the
effects of caseload size on services delivered through
classroom-based, collaborative, or indirect-consulta-
tive options. Therefore, the literature reviewed in this
section focuses on pullout services in a “resource
room” model. For information on the continuum of
service options now considered best practices for
speech-language intervention in school settings, the
reader is referred to ASHA (1991, 1999, 2001d), Cirrin
and Penner (1995), Eger (1992), Ehren (2000), Elksnin
and Capilouto (1994), Prelock (2000), and Whitmire
(2001).

Students With Learning and Other
Disabilities

Larger caseloads naturally increase instructional
group sizes and minimize opportunities for individu-
alization of interventions (Russ, Chiang, Rylance, &
Bongers, 2001). Recent research has supported a link
between instructional group size and student engage-
ment for students with moderate disabilities
(Algozzine, Hendrickson, Gable, & White, 1993;
Thurlow, Ysseldyke, Wotruba, & Algozzine, 1993). For
example, Thurlow et al. (1993) examined the effects
across different student-to-staff ratios (1:1, 3:1, 6:1, 9:1)
for students with learning and behavioral disabilities.
These investigators found that groups with lower ra-
tios (1:1 and 3:1) had significantly higher percentages
of time when teachers used more effective instructional
behaviors, and significantly higher percentages of time
in which students made active academic responses.
These included communication responses such as
talking appropriately, answering academic questions,
and asking academic questions. Better attending to task
and less inappropriate behavior from students were
also observed in lower ratio groups. These authors
concluded that special education students in smaller
instructional groups have more opportunities to par-
ticipate, resulting in an increase in the frequency of

participation. Forness and Kavale (1985) studied the
effects of class size on the attention, communication,
and disruption of children with mental retardation.
Smaller instructional groups were associated with
higher levels of verbalization and gestures, leading the
researchers to conclude that there was more opportu-
nity in smaller classes for interactive communication
and less emphasis on activities such as passive listen-
ing and individual seatwork.

There also appears to be a relationship between
instructional group size and academic achievement
(Algozzine et al., 1993; Gottlieb & Alter, 1997; Thurlow
et al., 1993). Torgeson, Wagner, Rashotte, Alexander,
and Conway (1997) found that students with severe
reading disabilities in resource rooms achieved much
lower gains than did matched students receiving 1:1
instruction. Gottlieb and Alter (1997) studied the im-
pact of increases in instructional group size when New
York City schools were mandated to increase the num-
ber of students from 5 to 8 in resource rooms and
speech-language groups. Even though speech-lan-
guage providers increased the overall number of stu-
dents seen by about 25%, surveys indicated that
children were grouped to accommodate scheduling
considerations rather than to meet their individual-
ized language learning needs. There was also a sig-
nificant reduction in the number of children able to be
seen individually. For special education teachers and
SLPs there was a marked decrease in time to collabo-
rate and attend regularly scheduled meetings with
general education teachers. No data were collected on
how the increase in group size affected effectiveness
of speech-language services; however, data did show
a substantial decline in reading achievement scores of
resource room students with the increase in group
size. The authors stated that they had little reason to
doubt that speech-language services were also deliv-
ered less effectively under larger instructional group
conditions.

Although research has shown that small group
instruction can be effective for teaching some students
with severe disabilities (Fink & Sandall, 1980; Oliver
& Scott, 1981; Reid & Favell, 1984), it also appears that
instructional time is a critical variable that affects the
performance gains of severely and profoundly handi-
capped children (Snart & Hillyard, 1985). The student-
to-staff ratio directly affects the amount of instructional
time available in classrooms. Snart and Hillyard (1985)
studied effective teaching environments, and found
that a 2:1 student-to-teacher ratio was the point at
which teachers were able to provide more instructional
time than noninstructional time/activities. Compared
to other student-to-staff ratios, the 2:1 ratio resulted in
increased performance for these students with severe
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disabilities. Similar results were obtained by Kemps,
Walker, Locke, Delquadri, and Hall (1990) who found
that for students with autism in a public school set-
ting, instruction in small groups with student-to-staff
ratios of between 1:1 and 3:1 were effective for teach-
ing word recognition skills. These data from the stud-
ies reviewed in this section suggest that students
served in smaller instructional groups (with student-
to-teacher ratios of 3:1 or less) have improved perfor-
mance and achievement. This appears to be true of
students across a wide range of disabilities, and stu-
dent communication responses, in particular, seem to
be facilitated by lower group size.

Students With Communication Disorders
NOMS data (ASHA, 2000a, 2001c) suggest that

student communication outcomes appear to be influ-
enced by caseload size. In comparing the proportion
of students in kindergarten through twelfth grade who

made at least one level of progress on articulation goals,
the data reveal that students on caseloads of fewer
than 40 were more likely (87%) to make measurable
progress than those on caseloads of 60 and above
(63%). This relationship is shown in Figure 2.

Additionally, NOMS data suggest an interaction
between an SLP’s caseload size and the teachers’ per-
ceptions of whether speech-language intervention
improved students’ reading comprehension and writ-
ten language skills (Karr & Schooling, 2001). As illus-
trated in Figure 3, for children receiving treatment from
SLPs with caseloads fewer than 40, 90% of regular
education teachers reported that these children dem-
onstrated improved reading skills that were related to
the services the SLP had provided. When the caseload
size increased to 70, only 60% of the teachers felt that
speech-language pathology services made a difference
in students’ reading abilities.

Source: ASHA NOMS
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As previously discussed, group treatment is much
more commonly used by SLPs with large caseloads.
ASHA NOMS data appear to demonstrate that this
shift from individual to group treatment has a nega-
tive effect on student outcomes in treatment (Karr &
Schooling, 2001). The data presented in Figure 4 reveal
that children were more likely to make measurable
progress in speech sound production skills when they
received individual treatment as opposed to group
treatment. A similar pattern was found for preschool
children (ASHA, 2001c): 78% of children who received
individual intervention services made significant
progress in articulation, compared with 57% who re-
ceived group treatment. Larger caseloads appear to be
related to slower progress for children in treatment.

ASHA NOMS data (ASHA, 2001c) suggest that
group treatment is an effective service delivery choice

for preschool children with goals in the area of spo-
ken language comprehension. However, group size is
one factor that appears to affect students’ verbal com-
munication in ways that might in turn promote lan-
guage development. Several studies lend some support
to this idea. Lowenthal (1981) studied the effect of
small-group instruction in comparison to large-group
teaching as an approach to improving the oral lan-
guage of language-delayed preschoolers. Students
were assigned to control (large) or small treatment
groups. Children in groups of three made significantly
greater gains in receptive vocabulary, auditory com-
prehension, and verbal ability than children in con-
trol groups that had ten children. McCabe, Jenkins,
Mills, Dale, Cole, and Pepler (1996) found differences
between playgroup sizes of two and four in the expres-
sive language that children with disabilities used with
peers. Children with disabilities used significantly

Source: ASHA NOMS
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more utterances per minute when playing in groups
of two. In the groups of four, the children had fewer
utterances but used more different words.

Increased practice with talking appears to facili-
tate vocabulary growth and complex sentence produc-
tion in children with disabilities (Hart & Risley, 1980).
However, young children with communication dis-
abilities talk approximately half as much as their typi-
cally developing peers, and are much less responsive
to inquiries from teachers and peers (Warren & Rogers-
Warren, 1982). Taken together, these results suggest
that children whose language is least well developed
tend not to engage in the practice they need for lan-
guage development. The studies reviewed in this sec-
tion suggest that intervention for children and
adolescents in small groups (3:1 or less) provides more
opportunities for conversational participation and
verbal communication. It follows that the use of smaller
student-to-staff ratios in speech-language intervention
can maximize talking practice and lead to improved
communication outcomes for students with disabili-
ties.

The research reviewed in this section on effects of
caseload and group size supports several conclusions.
Education teams must consider these results when
determining which service options can best meet indi-
vidual student needs.

• Large caseloads affect available service options.
Large caseloads relate to less individual treat-
ment, more group treatment, and an increase in
the size of treatment groups.

• Larger caseloads appear to minimize opportu-
nities for individualization of interventions.

• When instructed in smaller size instructional
groups, students with a wide range of disabili-
ties are more engaged and have better student
outcomes. Among desired student outcomes,
communication skills, in particular, appear to
be positively influenced by small treatment
group size, and negatively influenced by larger
treatment group size. This includes students
with severe disabilities who verbalize and use
gestures to communicate more in small group
settings.

Source: ASHA NOMS

Figure 4.
Progress on Speech Sound Production by Service Delivery Model
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• Students on large caseloads appear to take
longer to make progress on communication
skills.

Caseload Effects and Working Conditions
Related to Teacher Attrition and Shortages

The current trend of increasing caseloads and the
expanded responsibilities of teachers in special edu-
cation, including speech-language pathology, appear
to be important factors contributing to high rates of
teacher attrition. It has been predicted that if the cur-
rent attrition rates continue, it is likely that some dis-
tricts will not be able to meet the federal requirements
of IDEA to ensure that all students with disabilities are
provided with a free, appropriate public education
(Wisniewski & Gargiulo, 1997). For speech-language
pathology, over 50% of respondents to the 2000 ASHA
Schools Survey reported a shortage of qualified SLPs
in their school district (ASHA, 2000b). Effects of this
shortage on service delivery, as indicated by the re-
spondents, included increased caseload (80%), de-
creased opportunities for individual services (62%),
and decreased quality of service (58%). Findings on
school SLP shortages from 1995 are remarkably simi-
lar to current research. ASHA survey data reported by
Peters-Johnson (1996, 1998) indicated that 60% of re-
spondents reported SLP shortages in their districts.
The major effects of the shortages on services to stu-
dents were increased caseload and an accompanying
decrease in the quality of service.

The majority of respondents to the ASHA 2000
Schools Survey on SLPs’ working conditions reported
that their greatest challenges were burdensome paper-
work (88%); lack of time for planning, collaboration,
and meeting with teachers (81%); and large caseload
(60%). These results are similar to those of the 1995
ASHA Schools Survey (Peters-Johnson, 1996, 1998).

State education agencies are beginning to exam-
ine the impact of large caseloads on speech-language
pathology services for children in schools. There ap-
pears to be a relationship between working conditions
and SLP shortages. For example, special education
administrators and SLPs in schools and health care
settings were recently surveyed by the Ohio Legisla-
tive Office of Education Oversight (1999). Results in-
dicated that schools had difficulty finding SLPs
primarily because the working conditions in schools
were less favorable than in most health care settings.
Specifically, this study indicated that the public school
work environment often included larger caseloads: in
schools SLPs served over 50 students in groups; in
health care they served between 16 and 30 clients in
individual treatment sessions. School SLPs also re-
ported that paperwork for reimbursement for treatment

services from Medicaid was particularly burdensome.
Data from this study also confirmed results from the
2000 ASHA survey on how SLP shortages affected stu-
dents. When shortages occurred, approximately 60%
of SLPs and school administrators surveyed in Ohio
reported reduced frequency of intervention sessions;
57% reported reduced duration of sessions; 30% re-
ported that students went without services; and 20%
stated that students received intervention services
from noncertified staff. Only 13% of respondents re-
ported that students were not affected by SLP short-
ages.

Several studies have looked specifically at job sat-
isfaction in school SLPs (Banks & Necco, 1990; Chiang
& Rylance, 2000; Goldberg, 1993; Miller & Potter, 1982;
Pezzei & Oratio, 1991). These studies have consis-
tently shown that public school SLPs with large
caseloads, increased paperwork, and funding cuts are
particularly susceptible to burnout because they do not
have the time to give each client the full attention
needed. As the volume of workload or caseload in-
creases, the degree of job burnout increases. These are
the same factors that recent studies found to contrib-
ute to personnel shortages of SLPs in schools (e.g.,
Ohio Legislative Office of Education Oversight, 1999).

Chiang and Rylance (2000) researched school
SLPs’ perceptions of working conditions. With specific
regard to caseloads, 75% reported that caseload af-
fected job satisfaction; 81% indicated that caseload
affected their job effectiveness; 83% reported that
caseload affected the type of intervention used; 83%
reported that caseload affected their ability to engage
in collaboration with other teachers. These authors
concluded that SLPs’ responses clearly pointed to pro-
fessional responsibilities that were being met mini-
mally. These open-ended responses capture the
majority of the respondents’ attitudes on the current
state of caseload and workload issues:

• “Time is the issue.”
• “It is impossible to provide appropriate treat-

ment for students on a large caseload while
doing paperwork, calls, and meetings.”

• “Caseload sizes are too large to truly address
students’ IEP goals appropriately.”
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Appendix A Caseload Statistics, ASHA-Certified School-Based SLPs by State (Source: 2000 ASHA Schools Survey)
State Median Mean Standard Deviation Minimum Maximum    # of Surveys Returned

Alaska 55 55 17 15 88 28

Alabama 50 52 13 20 85 44

Arkansas 48 50 11 35 80 31

Arizona 55 55 12 20 100 50

California 60 60 14 24 85 44

Colorado 60 60 16 24 100 39

Connecticut 47 48 16 15 85 46

District of Columbia* - - - - - 1

Delaware* - - - - - 24

Florida 64 63 26 15 100 40

Georgia 55 54 8 36 80 44

Hawaii 50 54 15 29 105 29

Iowa 45 47 12 16 80 44

Idaho 60 64 18 35 110 31

Illinois 60 57 18 20 95 48

Indiana 75 77 15 45 107 47

Kansas 47 46 12 24 75 42

Kentucky 62 64 17 28 110 42

Louisiana 48 44 15 15 85 33

Massachusetts 50 51 17 18 100 42

Maryland 60 61 16 18 100 46

Maine 45 44 8 30 60 41

Michigan 55 55 11 24 75 39

Minnesota 40 42 12 18 90 63

Missouri 50 51 15 15 82 40

Mississippi 58 54 14 15 85 45

Montana 50 51 10 35 80 31

North Carolina 55 53 14 25 90 49

North Dakota 32 35 10 23 65 37

Nebraska 50 48 14 25 75 35

New Hampshire 40 43 18 15 100 37

New Jersey 55 53 17 18 95 57

New Mexico 44 43 11 15 80 48

Nevada 60 58 13 30 92 31

New York 50 47 17 15 80 38

Ohio 60 64 15 31 110 51

Oklahoma 55 54 12 20 86 42

Oregon 56 59 15 30 105 39

Pennsylvania 60 59 17 30 95 45

Rhode Island 55 57 15 30 90 32

South Carolina 60 58 9 25 70 47

South Dakota* - - - - - 18

Tennessee 59 58 20 20 100 48

Texas 60 64 17 25 110 39

Utah 61 64 16 35 110 35

Virginia 55 56 13 20 85 57

Vermont 40 46 19 15 90 36

Washington 57 58 11 33 90 64

Wisconsin 37 38 9 20 70 47

West Virginia 50 50 10 15 65 47

Wyoming 47 46 13 25 90 26

All states combined 53 54 16 15 110 2067

*State-by-state data are not reported for states in which fewer than 25 survey responses were received.
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Date   Court Case/ Legislation            Education Implications      Effect on SLP Workload

1954   Brown v. Board of Education States may not deny an education to Discrimination against students based
some students but provide it to on race, religion, gender, or dis-
others.The “separate but equal” ability is not allowed. All students
education doctrine from earlier have the right to a public education.
cases was set aside.

1971 PARC v. Commonwealth of This case provided students with All students have a right to education
PA. disabilities full access to an education, in a regular public school, without

stipulating that placements in regular regard to the severity of the dis-
classrooms in public schools were ability. Many more children with
preferable. severe and multiple disabilities begin

to attend public schools. The role of
the SLP in schools expands to include
services for language disorders.

1972 Mills v. D.C. Board of School districts are prohibited from Students with speech and language
Education denying services to children and disorders cannot be denied services

adolescents with disabilities because because of lack of district resources.
of inadequate resources.

1982 Board of Education v. Rowley The United States Supreme Court SLPs must work with other team
set the standard for determination of members to determine students’
FAPE. Special education must provide strengths and needs and plan an
opportunity for students to receive education program designed to
educational benefit. provide educational benefit.

1983 Roncker v. Walter Cincinnati Public Schools were ordered Students with severe disabilities
to place a multi-handicapped student in have a right to be educated in a
the public school system rather than a regular school building. Multi-
separate state system for individuals handicapped students require more
with severe disabilities. intensive services, and planning time

with team members to address class-
room and assistive technology needs.

1988 Timothy W. v. Rochester The court ruled that schools could No child is too severely disabled to
School District. not exclude handicapped children and receive speech and language services.

adolescents from a public education Multi-handicapped students require
on the basis that they are uneducable. more intensive services, and planning

time with team members to address
classroom and assistive technology
needs.

1989 Daniel R.R. v. State Board of The court set guidelines for provision SLPs must consider providing
Education of supplementary aids and services services in the LRE for all students on

to modify the regular classroom in the caseload, including services in the
order for the child to receive educa- general education classroom and cur-
tional benefit in the least restrictive riculum. This resulted in an increase
environment (LRE). in the time needed for collaboration

with general education teachers,
development of accommodations,
and student progress monitoring
activities.

1993 Oberti v. Board of Education The court ruled that school districts SLPs must team with parents and
of Clementon School District bear the burden of proof when teachers to serve students in the

arguing that a student will not receive general education classroom,
any educational benefit from place- document student progress, and
ment in a general education class- design prereferral interventions.
room. SLPs must offer a continuum of

speech-language intervention
services.

Appendix B  Court Decisions and Legislation Affecting Speech and Language Services in the Schools.
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1994 Irving Independent School School districts must hire specially This decision specifically names related
District V. Tatro trained personnel (e.g., physical and service personnel such as SLPs as

occupational therapists, SLPs) if specialists who must be hired if it
needed to ensure that students with has been determined that students
disabilities participate to the fullest need speech and language services.
extent possible in inclusive settings.

1994 Holland vs. Sacramento The court established a four-factor SLPs need time to collect information
Unified School District test to consider when determining on how students with disabilities

appropriate placement for students function in general education
in general education classrooms. classrooms.

1973 Section 504 of the Discrimination on the basis of SLPs may be asked to evaluate
Rehabilitation Act disability was prohibited in any and/or consult on cases where

system receiving federal financial students are not identified as having
assistance. a communication disability. Time is

needed to consult with school teams
and to provide accommodations
when appropriate.

1975 PL 94-142 The Education for All Handicapped The emphasis on specially designed
Children Act required all schools to instruction to meet the unique needs
provide free, appropriate public of each child with a disability
education for all children. increased the roles and responsibilities

of the SLP.

1990 Americans With Disabilities Discrimination on the basis of Students with speech-language
Act (ADA PL-101-336) disability is prohibited. Reasonable disorders have the right to accommo-

accommodations must be made in dations in order to access the regular
public and private settings for education setting. SLPs need time to
individuals with disabilities. collaborate with teachers and other

team members to ensure appropriate
accommodations that support
students’ education programs.

1990 Individuals with Disabilities This law added disability categories All of the additions are areas that
Act (IDEA PL 101-476) (autism, traumatic brain injury), require intensive SLP services.

transition services for adolescents, Students in these disability categories
and assistive technology services. typically require additional time and

services due to the severity of the
disability.

1997 IDEA Amendments of These amendments strengthened SLPs must link their services to their
1997 (PL 105-17) the rights of parents and mandated students’ participation and progress

that special education services be in the general education classroom
linked to the general education and curriculum. Coordination of
curriculum.  efforts with general education

teachers, planning, and adapting
curriculum materials increases time
requirements for SLPs.

Sources: Moore-Brown and Montgomery, 2001, p. 21–39; Heward, 2000.

Date   Court Case/ Legislation            Education Implications      Effect on SLP Workload
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